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INTRODUCTION

In 1962, I found myself at the hem of history. That fall, I had the good fortune to begin clerking for U.S. Supreme Court Justice Hugo L. Black. Between the time I accepted the job and the day I began work, Felix Frankfurter had left the Court, and Arthur Goldberg took his place. The balance on the Court shifted, with a dedicated liberal replacing the Court's premier conservative. The Warren Court technically had begun in 1953, when Earl Warren became Chief Justice, but 1962 marked the beginning of the heyday of a memorably activist period in the Court's history. The Warren Court's historic decisions are both legion and legendary—Brown v. Board of Education, one person, one vote in legislative apportionment, and the nationalization of criminal procedure in state courts, to name but a few. The work of the Warren Court was, of course, highly controversial, spawning a debate over the Supreme Court's proper role that continues to this day.

More recently, many years after I had begun teaching law at the University of Virginia, the members of the Virginia Law Review asked me to make remarks at an annual luncheon at which a member of the faculty is invited to be the speaker. We agreed that I would talk, among other things, about my days clerking at the Court. Preparing my remarks, I fell to musing on how, and in what ways, the Court has changed since my days at Justice Black's elbow. Having given my talk, I decided to turn my remarks into a brief essay. That essay morphed, in turn, into this Article.

I do not intend, in this Article, to write about the Court's decisions and jurisprudence. There is much, of course, that one could write about in that regard. Think of the striking shifts in doctrine from the time of the Warren Court to the Rehnquist and Roberts eras. The Warren Court was little concerned about the Tenth Amendment and the prerogatives of the states; whatever use Congress wanted to make of the commerce power, the Court was content to let it do. We now know that the present Court's conservative justices see real limits on the commerce power.

---

5 This is evident in the discussion of the commerce power by the Court's more conservative justices in the Affordable Care Act case. Nat'l Fed'n of Indep. Bus. v. Sebelius, 132
Another area of change involves the Constitution's religion clauses. Where the Warren Court set out to build a strict wall of separation between church and state, the Rehnquist and Roberts Courts have begun steadily to dismantle that wall. The conventional notion was that the Second Amendment assumed a collective right to bear arms (in militia), but the modern Court has given us an individual right. Business, especially big business, saw little to love about the Warren Court but finds itself more in favor in the current Court, which has an obvious distaste for class action suits. These are but a few examples of major innovation in the Court's decisions since the 1960s. Sometimes the Court moves incrementally, sometimes by large bounds, but the direction in which much of its jurisprudence is moving is in sharp contrast to the Court of Earl Warren.

I propose to write here not about doctrine, but about changes in the Court itself—about the justices and how they do their business, about life at the Court, about the Court's relation to the country. Not everything has changed, of course. If a justice of the Warren Court could re-
turn to his old workplace, he would see much that is familiar. He would find his successors working in the same “marble palace,” completed in 1935. Comparing notes with one of today’s justices, he would learn that cases go through a familiar sequence—the certiorari stage, conference, briefs on the merits, oral argument, conference, circulation of draft opinions, and the announcement of the Court’s decision. But he would be bemused by the ways in which life at the Court has changed. It is to that subject that I now turn.

I. THE JUSTICES

At the beginning of each Term, the justices gather for a photograph. Today’s photos look strikingly different from those taken of the Warren Court. In those days, the bench was all male and all white. Today’s Court includes one black man and three women, one of whom is Hispanic. What the picture does not show is that the Court is, in some respects, more elite than ever; all the justices attended Ivy League law schools. The Court is also less geographically diverse; many of the justices come from the Northeast. Nor does the picture show the justices’ religion. Today there are no Protestants; all the justices are either Catholic or Jewish.

Comparing the justices’ photograph from 1962 with current portraits—especially the differences in race and gender—one might speculate that the two Courts have interpreted the Constitution and laws differently. This surmise would be superficially correct. But where the observer might imagine that increased diversity has brought a slide to the left, that person might be surprised to learn that the 2014 Court is center-right. Today’s Court is, in many ways, different from that of the 1960s. But changes in the Court’s “representative” characteristics—race, ethnicity, religion, geography—have not led to predictable results.

A. Race and Ethnicity

In 1954, nine white justices issued a bold, unanimous opinion: “Separate educational facilities are inherently unequal.”10 The holding in Brown v. Board of Education was the outcome of years of strategic litigation shaped by talented attorneys at the NAACP, led by Thurgood

---

Marshall. In 1967, thirteen years after the Court’s decision in Brown, Marshall became the first African American to sit on the Court. As President Lyndon Johnson told the country when he nominated Marshall, it was “the right thing to do, the right time to do it, the right man and the right place.”

1. Desegregating the Court: Thurgood Marshall

Marshall grew up in segregated Baltimore, ten years after the Democratic Party took control of Baltimore’s government under the slogan, “This Is a White Man’s City.” Marshall encountered the Constitution in grammar school; his principal required him to learn sections of the document as punishment for classroom misbehavior. The oft-punished Marshall recalled that, by the end of grammar school, “I knew the whole thing by heart.” After high school, he attended Lincoln University, a Pennsylvania school for African Americans with an all-white faculty. Because the University of Maryland did not admit black students, Marshall earned his law degree at Howard University. Upon graduation he entered a profession that was ninety-nine percent white.

As Director-Counsel of the NAACP’s Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Marshall carefully planned and executed the strategy that led to Brown and other significant civil rights cases. A brilliant advocate, Marshall won twenty-seven of the thirty-two cases that he argued before

---

11 The Court first heard ten hours of oral argument for the parties in the consolidated cases in December 1952. The following June, the Court requested a re-argument to answer a number of questions, including whether the drafters of the Fourteenth Amendment had originally intended it to remove all segregation. Finally, on May 17, 1954, the Court issued its monumental decision. See Richard Kluger, Simple Justice: The History of Brown v. Board of Education and Black America’s Struggle for Equality 564–81, 615, 700–02 (1975).
14 Id. at 8.
15 Id.
16 Id. at 9.
18 Tushnet, Making Constitutional Law, supra note 12, at 181.
19 Id. at 3.
the Supreme Court,\textsuperscript{20} including \textit{Morgan v. Virginia},\textsuperscript{21} \textit{Shelley v. Kraemer},\textsuperscript{22} and \textit{Sweatt v. Painter}.

As a member of the Court, Marshall was something of an outsider. His colleagues thought that he seemed disengaged.\textsuperscript{24} At the same time, he sought to educate his colleagues; Justice White recalled that Marshall told the justices "things that we knew but would rather forget; and he told us much that we did not know due to the limitations of our experience."\textsuperscript{25} There is little doubt that Marshall’s experiences with injustice shaped his jurisprudence. In cases like \textit{Bounds v. Smith},\textsuperscript{26} \textit{Ake v. Oklahoma},\textsuperscript{27} or his famous dissent in \textit{United States v. Kras},\textsuperscript{28} Marshall continuously defended the rights of "the least of these."\textsuperscript{29}

Throughout his tenure on the bench, Marshall lent his pen and his vote to issues involving civil rights, such as affirmative action. In \textit{Regents of University of California v. Bakke}, Marshall reviewed the history of slavery and segregation in a separate opinion:

\begin{quote}
[I]t must be remembered that, during most of the past 200 years, the Constitution as interpreted by this Court did not prohibit the most ingenious and pervasive forms of discrimination against the Negro. Now, when a State acts to remedy the effects of that legacy of discrimination, I cannot believe that this same Constitution stands as a barrier.\textsuperscript{30}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{21} 328 U.S. 373, 373 (1946) (invalidating a state law forbidding bus passengers of different races to sit next to each other).
\textsuperscript{22} 334 U.S. 1, 2 (1948) (holding racially restrictive covenants on real estate unenforceable).
\textsuperscript{23} 339 U.S. 629, 630 (1950) (requiring the University of Texas Law School to admit an African American student).
\textsuperscript{24} Tushnet, Making Constitutional Law, supra note 12, at 64.
\textsuperscript{25} Id. at 5.
\textsuperscript{26} 430 U.S. 817, 817–18 (1977) (recognizing the right of prisoners to have access to law libraries).
\textsuperscript{27} 470 U.S. 68, 83 (1985) (requiring the state to provide indigent criminal defendants a psychiatrist’s assistance in presenting the defense case if sanity is at issue).
\textsuperscript{28} 409 U.S. 434, 458–60 (1973) (Marshall, J., dissenting) (arguing that the Court’s refusal to strike down a fifty dollar bankruptcy filing fee effectively denied the poor access to the courts).
\textsuperscript{29} Matthew 25:40.
Marshall continued to defend affirmative action during his time on the Court.31

2. A Different Black Voice: Clarence Thomas

When Justice Marshall announced his retirement, it was hard to imagine President George H. W. Bush's not naming another black American to fill the seat.32 When Bush nominated Clarence Thomas, however, he disclaimed that the nomination had anything to do with a “quota,” declaring that Thomas's life spoke “eloquently for itself.”33 Some scholars, however, argue that Bush “unquestionably chose Thomas primarily because of his race.”34

While his jurisprudence is very different from that of Marshall, Thomas has also been shaped by the struggle against racism. When he was a schoolboy, Thomas's white classmates teased him at lights out, asking him to smile “so they could see him in the dark.”35 As a young professional, he felt compelled to avoid civil rights work to avoid labels of being an affirmative action hire.36 Thomas declared his confirmation hearings to be a “high-tech lynching.”37 Even after Thomas's confirmation to the High Bench, an elementary school initially barred the Justice from speaking at a graduation ceremony “because his views did not comport with those of the ‘traditional’ civil rights community.”38

Thomas’s experiences with affirmative action left a bad taste in his mouth. In his memoir, My Grandfather’s Son, Thomas describes a “double standard” being applied to affirmative action candidates.39 He recalls how potential employers “asked pointed questions unsubtly suggesting that they doubted I was as smart as my grades indicated.”40 He

33 Bush Announces the Nomination of Thomas to Supreme Court, 49 Cong. Q. Wkly. Rep., 1851, 1851–52 (July 6, 1991).
36 Id.
37 Id.
38 Id. at 69–70.
40 Id. at 86.
became "humiliated" and "desperate" as he learned "what a law degree from Yale was worth when it bore the taint of racial preference."41

Thomas's Supreme Court confirmation process has been called "arguably the most dramatic and divisive ever conducted."42 As biographer Ken Foskett explains, "leaders [in the black community] were torn" between a desire to see another African American on the Court and unease with Thomas's conservative take on affirmative action.43 After initial ambivalence, the NAACP and other major black groups came out against Thomas.44 The only major civil rights organization to support Thomas was the Southern Christian Leadership Conference.45

The disparagement continued after Thomas's confirmation. Many critics saw his opposition to affirmative action as betraying his race. Reverend Al Sharpton led a "crusade" of 600 protestors to "pray for Thomas's Black soul."46 In 1998, the National Bar Association, a prominent African American legal organization, generated controversy when they invited Thomas to speak, and several leaders tried to have him uninvited.47

These experiences add background to our understanding of Thomas's jurisprudence. Some believe that "central to Justice Thomas's civil rights jurisprudence is his belief that individuals should be treated as individuals, not as members of racial or ethnic groups."48 Thomas questions policies that seem to assume that African Americans need "help" to succeed. He stresses the value of black institutions.49 In Missouri v. Jenkins, a 1995 desegregation case, Thomas criticized the notion of black inferiority that Brown had come to represent.50 Thomas sees

41 Id. at 87.
45 Perry & Abraham, supra note 34, at 161.
47 Foskett, supra note 43, at 290.
50 Id. at 119.
Brown as resting on “the idea that any school that is black is inferior, and that blacks cannot succeed without the benefit of the company of whites.”

Thomas opposes affirmative action. Concurring in *Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena*, he wrote that affirmative action teaches that minorities must be patronized and cannot compete on their own merit. This, he argues, “stamp[s] minorities with a badge of inferiority and may cause them to develop dependencies or to adopt an attitude that they are ‘entitled’ to preferences.”

The first two black justices have reached strikingly different conclusions on many civil rights issues. Even so, each has brought to the bench unique insights into matters of race and racial discrimination. Famous for going years without asking questions in oral argument, Thomas electrified the courtroom during arguments in *Virginia v. Black*, which considered the constitutionality of a Virginia statute that took cross burning to be prima facie evidence of intent to discriminate. Thomas described how the KKK burned crosses to impose a “reign of terror.”

3. A Latina Justice: Sonia Sotomayor

The Court became yet more diverse with the addition of the first Latina justice. Advisors to President Bush had urged him to consider a Hispanic candidate as an alternative to Thomas, but it was not until 2009, under President Barack Obama, that this suggestion came to fruition with the appointment of Sonia Sotomayor. This step may or may not mark the inauguration of a “Hispanic seat” on the Court, but Sotomayor’s nomination was nonetheless historic.

Having grown up in a predominantly Hispanic community, Sotomayor explained that “I didn’t think of myself as a minority in the environment I was in. . . . I don’t know that I had a sense of limitations until I got into the greater world and I saw that people saw me with limited eyes.” Sotomayor openly acknowledges that she is “a product of affirmative action” and notes that her “test scores were not comparable to

---

51 Id.
55 Yalof, supra note 44, at 194.
[her] colleagues at Princeton and Yale." Unlike Thomas, she defends the use of affirmative action as an important tool to promote diversity, giving women and minorities more opportunities in the law and the judiciary. Sotomayor’s college experiences affected her significantly. Sotomayor has said that, as an undergraduate at Princeton, she felt like a "visitor landing in an alien country." She has declared that it was at Princeton that she first “began a lifelong commitment to identifying [herself] as a Latina, taking pride in being Hispanic,” and recognizing an obligation to help her community “reach its fullest potential in society.”

Sotomayor’s pride in her Latino heritage prompted critics to accuse her of “identity politics.” In a speech entitled “A Latina Judge’s Voice,” Sotomayor remarked on the importance of diversity on the bench: “I would hope that a wise Latina woman with the richness of her experiences would more often than not reach a better conclusion than a white male who hasn’t lived that life.” This statement came back to haunt her at her confirmation hearings.

4. Evaluating the Impact of Race and Ethnicity: Substance and Symbol

The stories of Thurgood Marshall, Clarence Thomas, and Sonia Sotomayor invite several thoughts about the significance of the Court’s racial and ethnic composition. The appointment of minority justices reflects broader changes in American politics and culture. The civil rights movement that the Court supported has, in turn, changed the face of the Court itself. As African Americans overcame segregation and discrimination, they became an influential voice and an important constituency for presidents to consider. The growth in size and influence of the Hispanic population has also been significant, as Justice Sotomayor’s appointment indicates. The U.S. Census Bureau predicts that, by 2043, mi-

58 Id.
60 Gutgold, supra note 56, at 77.
61 Id. at 87.
63 See, e.g., Confirmation Hearing on the Nomination of Hon. Sonia Sotomayor To Be an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 111th Cong. 7, 18, 23 (2009) [hereinafter Sotomayor Confirmation Hearing].
norities will be in the majority in the United States, with the Hispanic demographic experiencing the most growth. We will likely see even more minority justices on the Court in the future.

One should recognize the symbolism of a more racially and ethnically diverse Court. A young Clarence Thomas never imagined himself a judge because no African American judges existed in his hometown. Justice Sotomayor's speeches to Latino audiences demonstrate her acknowledgement of the value of placing minorities in positions of influence.

As to the Court's decisions, it would be a mistake to assume that members of racial and ethnic minorities have a monolithic approach to issues. Minority justices, like all judges, are molded by their pasts. The opinions of Marshall and Thomas reveal how personal experiences can lead justices down quite different paths. Marshall thought he advanced the interests of African Americans by supporting affirmative action and school desegregation; Thomas believes such policies can be harmful to the very groups that those programs claim to benefit.

Minority justices, by themselves, are unlikely to shift the overall direction of the entire Court, which is subject to larger ideological trends. Marshall found himself increasingly in dissent as the Court became conservative, while Thomas has found a more comfortable home for his conservative philosophy in the Rehnquist and Roberts Courts. Diversity of experience, however, surely enlarges the dialogue within the Court. Having Marshall, Thomas, or Sotomayor at the table provides added perspectives for other justices to consider, regardless of the conclusions the Court reaches.

B. Gender

In 1970, women comprised 4.7% of the bar and 7.1% of the bench. Congress had only one woman in the Senate and ten in the House of
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Representatives. No woman served as governor. On the Court, all the justices were male. Today, those numbers are drastically different. By 2013, women were approximately 33% of the bar and approximately 35% of the bench. The 114th Congress has twenty female senators and eighty-four female representatives. In 2015, there are six female governors. Three women now sit on the Court.

In 1961, a unanimous Supreme Court upheld Florida’s practice of limiting jury service to men, unless women went down to the courthouse and volunteered. The Court explained that, despite women’s recent entry into many aspects of community life traditionally reserved for men, a “woman is still regarded as the center of home and family life.” Ten years passed before the Court began to scrutinize gender distinctions more closely. In Reed v. Reed, the Court struck down an Idaho law that gave men preference over women in being selected as the administrator for a decedent’s estate. The principal author of the petitioner’s brief was a young law professor at Rutgers University, Ruth Bader Ginsburg.

1. Breaking the Barrier: Sandra Day O’Connor

Ginsburg later became a Supreme Court Justice, but she was not the first woman to break this gender barrier. This distinction belongs to Sandra Day O’Connor, who had overcome significant discrimination in

---


68 Id.


70 Hoyt, 368 U.S. at 57, 61–62.

71 404 U.S. 71 (1971).

72 Id. at 74.

73 Gutgold, supra note 56, at 49–50.
her career. At Stanford Law School, she was one of five women in her class. Although O’Connor graduated in the top ten percent, law firms showed no interest in hiring her. One firm offered her a job as a legal secretary. O’Connor opted for public service, becoming a deputy county attorney in San Mateo, then a civilian attorney in the military, and later an assistant state attorney in Arizona. After spending five years at home as a full-time mother, O’Connor served as a state senator in Arizona, becoming the first female majority leader of an American state legislature. Elected as a state superior court judge in 1974, she was appointed to the Arizona Court of Appeals in 1979.

While campaigning for the presidency, Ronald Reagan promised to appoint a woman to the Supreme Court. In 1981, Reagan kept that promise, naming O’Connor to fill the first vacancy that occurred during his administration.

Not everyone got the message. In 1981, shortly after O’Connor’s confirmation to the Court, she and her husband, John, attended a formal dinner at the State Department. As the couple approached their table, John introduced himself to a man already seated, saying, “Hello, I’m John O’Connor.” The prompt reply: “Oh, Justice O’Connor, I’m so happy to meet you. I’ve heard so many wonderful things about you.”

2. Gender Equality Comes to the Court: Ruth Bader Ginsburg

Ginsburg, the daughter of Jewish immigrants, grew up in Brooklyn. When her husband, Martin, began the study of law at Harvard, Ginsburg also enrolled. She was one of nine women in her entering class at Har-
ard Law School. She later recalled the Dean questioning her as to why she was taking a space intended for a man. Discrimination pervaded the law school: Men could invite their fathers, but not their wives or mothers, to the Harvard Law Review banquet. Ginsburg became the first female member of the Harvard Law Review. When her husband (who had enrolled ahead of her) graduated and received a job in New York City, Ginsburg transferred to Columbia, where she became the first female member of the Columbia Law Review.

Although tied for first in her graduating class, Ginsburg failed to receive a single offer from any law firm in New York City. She turned to academe, becoming a professor at Rutgers University. She was the second woman to teach law at Rutgers and one of only twenty female law professors across the country.

In 1972, Ginsburg joined the faculty of Columbia Law School. There, she co-founded the ACLU’s Women’s Rights Project. Over the next seven years, she argued a series of important gender discrimination cases before the Supreme Court. Much like Marshall before her, Ginsburg was a sophisticated strategist. Ginsburg sometimes brought challenges to laws that inadvertently disadvantaged men. For example, in Weinberger v. Wiesenfeld, Ginsburg argued on behalf of a widower who had been denied Social Security survivor’s benefits after the death of his wife—benefits that would have been received if their genders had been reversed (widows automatically received benefits). Ginsburg later explained that the Court was made up of “men of a certain age in the 1970s,” men who “did not understand the notion of gender discrimination.” At her confirmation hearings, Ginsburg had noted the discrepan-

85 Gutgold, supra note 56, at 48.
87 Joan Biskupic & Elder Witt, The Supreme Court at Work 239 (2d ed. 1997).
88 Abraham, supra note 32, at 305.
89 Gutgold, supra note 56, at 49.
90 Biskupic & Witt, supra note 87, at 239; Gutgold, supra note 56, at 49.
92 420 U.S. at 639–41.
93 Gutgold, supra note 56, at 51.
cy in people’s views: Race discrimination “was immediately perceived as evil, . . . odious, [and] intolerable,” while laws discriminating on the basis of sex were justified as protecting women.94

Ginsburg was not President Bill Clinton’s first choice for the Supreme Court.95 Yet when his original pick for the seat fell through, Clinton became fascinated by Ginsburg’s life story and empathized with her fight against gender discrimination.96 Ginsburg took her place alongside O’Connor on the Court.

3. Evaluating the Impact of Gender: Gender and Judging

While no single issue can define the interests of women or minorities in constitutional law, some might suggest abortion cases as a proxy for gender’s impact on the Supreme Court. However, nine men decided Roe v. Wade,97 with a strong majority of the Court (the vote was 7-2) recognizing a woman’s right to an abortion. On the flip side, Justice O’Connor later supported certain procedural requirements that states had put in place for those wanting an abortion, including informed consent, a twenty-four-hour waiting period, parental notification, and record-keeping,98 as long as the statutes had exceptions for the mother’s health.

Sometimes gender manifestly matters. Differing perspectives surfaced clearly during oral argument in Safford Unified School District v. Redding.100 In that case, a teenage girl sued her school following a strip search. Some of the male justices seemed to make light of the situation. Breyer asked how it was any different from his experience in boys’ locker rooms in high school, prompting Ginsburg to interject, “it wasn’t just that they were stripped to their underwear! They were asked to shake their bra out, to stretch the top of their pants and shake that out!” Ginsburg later told a reporter that the other justices, all males,
“have never been a 13-year old girl.”

She explained that a thirteen-year-old boy in a locker room might not have the same feeling about his body, while “a girl who’s just at the age where she is developing, whether she has developed a lot...or...has not developed at all (might be) embarrassed about that.”

Ginsburg’s reproach appears to have made a difference. To many Court watchers’ surprise, the Court ruled 8-1 that the search was unreasonable. In his majority opinion, Justice Souter noted: “Changing for gym is getting ready for play; exposing for a search is responding to an accusation reserved for suspected wrongdoers and fairly understood as...degrading.”

As this example suggests, gender can influence how a justice thinks and approaches certain cases. Indeed, a study of lower court behavior found that plaintiffs in Title VII sexual harassment or discrimination cases were at least twice as likely to win when a female judge sat on the appellate panel. Because the Supreme Court predominantly answers questions of law and not of fact, however, gender’s impact there may be more difficult to assess.

C. Religion

For most of the Court’s history, the justices were overwhelmingly Protestant. In 1969, when Earl Warren stepped down, seven of the Court’s nine justices were Protestant. The Court’s first Catholic member, Roger B. Taney, became Chief Justice in 1836. The first Jewish justice took his seat almost a century later, in 1916, when President Woodrow Wilson appointed Louis Brandeis. Beginning with Chief Justice Edward White in 1894, at least one Catholic has served continuously to the present day, with the exception of seven years between 1949 and 1956. Likewise, Brandeis’s 1916 appointment established an un-
That tradition, however, lapsed when President Richard Nixon replaced Abe Fortas with Harry Blackmun in 1970, leaving the Court without a Jewish justice until President Clinton’s nomination of Ruth Bader Ginsburg in 1993.

Today’s Court presents a markedly different picture from its Protestant past. Six justices are Catholic; the three others are Jewish. No justice is a Protestant. Indeed, since Rehnquist’s elevation to be Chief Justice in 1986, only one Protestant (David Souter, an Episcopalian) has been appointed to the Court. Justice Breyer’s appointment in 1993 ended the Protestant majority on the Court. Catholics became the new majority when Roberts replaced Rehnquist in 2005.

These shifts in the Court’s religious composition have proved to be largely uncontroversial. There was no uproar when President Harry S. Truman failed to replace Frank Murphy with a fellow Catholic, and the twenty-three year absence of a Jewish justice (between Fortas’s resignation and Ginsburg’s confirmation) seemed to have attracted little attention. The emergence in 1994 of a non-Protestant majority went largely unremarked.

When President George W. Bush nominated Samuel Alito, there was public concern about reducing the number of women on the Court but none about reducing the number of Protestants. Finally, while President Obama brought more women to the Court, there is no indication that he paused before replacing the Court’s lone Protestant, John Paul Stevens, with a third Jewish justice, Elena Kagan.

The decline of religion as a factor in Supreme Court nominations seems to parallel the atrophy of the image of the United States as a Protestant culture. The fact that only two faiths are represented on the...
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Court—neither of them Protestant—demonstrates how little religion seems to count when presidents name new justices to the Court.

Even in cases that strongly implicate religious matters, it is difficult to discern a definite relationship between justices’ religion and their judicial philosophy. Justice Scalia publicly denies that his Catholic beliefs influence his actions on the bench.115 Catholics have been on both sides of issues that have religious overtones. Justice Brennan supported the pro-choice outcome of Roe v. Wade,116 a decision accepted by Justice Kennedy two decades later despite Scalia’s attempts to use their shared Catholicism to sway Kennedy’s opinion.117 On various occasions, Catholic Justices Kennedy, Scalia, and Thomas have reached opposing conclusions in church-state cases and in cruel and unusual punishment cases.118

What of the Jewish justices? Justice Ginsburg believes that Jewish justices—including Justices Brandeis, Cardozo, Frankfurter, Goldberg, Fortas, and herself—viewed the “[l]aw as protector of the oppressed, . . . the minority, the loner.”119 One way to interpret Ginsburg’s observation would be to see the Jewish heritage as shaped in part by historic persecution, rather than flowing from a particular religious dogma. The first two Jewish justices, Brandeis and Frankfurter, sensed that their religion made them “outsider[s].”120 Jewish justices have tended to support a strict separation of church and state; Professors Barbara Perry and Henry Abraham identify this as consistent with “the agenda of mainstream Jewish interest groups in religious establishment cases.”121 All in all, because the link between religion and a justice’s jurisprudence is difficult

---
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120 Robert A. Burt, Two Jewish Justices: Outcasts in the Promised Land 2 (1988); see also Michael E. Parrish, Justice Frankfurter and the Supreme Court, in The Jewish Justices of the Supreme Court Revisited: Brandeis to Fortas, supra note 119, at 61, 62 (noting that Frankfurter hired the first black law clerk in 1948 and helped Warren forge the Brown majority).
121 Perry & Abraham, supra note 34, at 164.
to characterize, it may be reasonable to think of religion—like family, community, education, and professional experience—as part of the mix that helps shape a justice’s world view.

D. Geography

In the Republic’s early decades, presidents from George Washington to Ulysses S. Grant viewed geography—where a potential justice came from—as an important criterion when choosing a nominee. Politics played its part in such nominations: Presidents rewarded states and regions that supported them or used the appointment process to boost their popularity in contested areas. Franklin Roosevelt explicitly considered geography when he named Hugo Black, Felix Frankfurter, William O. Douglas, and Wiley Rutledge.

In the era of the Warren Court, the tribunal still reflected geographic diversity. The seventeen justices who served on the Warren Court hailed from thirteen states, covering all corners of the continental United States. The six justices who served on the Burger Court, but who had not been on the Warren Court, came from a broad—though less diverse—geographic spread. Burger and Blackmun were from Minnesota; Rehnquist and O’Connor were from Arizona; Powell was from Virginia; and Stevens was from Illinois.

How different the Court looks today. Four of the five boroughs of New York City are represented. Only two justices, Breyer and Kennedy, grew up west of the Mississippi River, and only Kennedy spent any part of his professional career there. In addition to New York, the current justices hail from California, Georgia, Maryland, Massachusetts, and New Jersey; all but one of those states have a shoreline on the At-
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Atlantic Ocean. Justice Thomas is the only one from the South, and even he spent most of his professional career elsewhere.

Geography has obviously not played a significant part in recent presidents’ nomination calculus. Justice Souter claimed that he did not expect to be nominated because he came from New Hampshire, “a politically insignificant state.”\(^\text{126}\) Similarly, O’Connor initially thought geography would doom her candidacy, since a fellow Arizonan, Rehnquist, already sat on the Court. She thought it “unimaginable” that two justices from Arizona could serve together.\(^\text{127}\) Both Souter and O’Connor were mistaken.

Even those justices who are ostensibly from outside of the mid-Atlantic and northeastern parts of the country have spent the bulk of their professional careers in the BosWash corridor. Chief Justice Roberts grew up in Indiana, yet he has spent his professional career in Washington, D.C. Justice Thomas grew up in Georgia and worked in Missouri for five years after law school, but he has lived in the Washington, D.C. area since 1979.\(^\text{128}\) The justices’ law studies at Harvard and Yale make their place of birth even more remote. Justice Thomas notes that, regardless of their geographic origins, the justices “tend to be very heavily Northeastern in [their] mentality.”\(^\text{129}\)

There was a time when religion and geography mattered in selecting Supreme Court Justices. Today, it seems that the president, senators, interest groups, and the public care more about politics and ideology.\(^\text{130}\)

\section*{E. Education and Experience}

\subsection*{1. Elite Educational Pedigrees}

A quick comparison of portraits of the Warren and Roberts Courts shows the obvious differences in race, ethnicity, and gender. An examination of the justices’ \textit{curricula vitae} reveals yet other differences: The professional and personal backgrounds of the justices serving today are

\(^{126}\) Tinsley E. Yarbrough, David Hackett Souter: Traditional Republican on the Rehnquist Court 100 (2005) (internal quotation marks omitted).


\(^{128}\) See Foskett, supra note 43, at 138–39, 149.


\(^{130}\) See infra Part V.
far more homogenous than were those of the Warren Court. The Supreme Court is, by definition, an elite institution. Only recently, however, did a pattern of “elite” professional experiences—from schooling tojudgeships—begin to dominate the justices’ resumes.

The current justices have impressive educational pedigrees. All attended either Harvard or Yale Law School (although Ruth Bader Ginsburg graduated from Columbia Law School, she transferred from Harvard). The three most recent justices—Elena Kagan, Sonia Sotomayor, and Samuel Alito—all earned undergraduate degrees from Princeton. The other justices did their baccalaureate studies at Harvard, Stanford, Georgetown, Cornell, and Holy Cross. Members of the Court hold four international degrees: two from Oxford, and one each from the London School of Economics and the University of Fribourg.

The eleven justices who served on the Court in 1962 attended a broader range of law schools. Harvard and Yale were represented twice each. Other top law schools filled out some other spots on the bench: Columbia, Berkeley (Boalt Hall), and Northwestern. Nevertheless, there were also graduates of the University of Texas School of Law (Tom Clark), New York Law School (John Harlan), the University of Alabama School of Law (Hugo Black), and Kansas City School of Law (Charles Whittaker). The justices attended similarly diverse undergraduate institutions. Some attended Ivy League schools (Princeton, Yale, and Penn), but others studied at the City College of New York, Whitman College, Colorado, and DePaul. Byron White and John Marshall Harlan also attended Oxford.

2. Political vs. Professional

Education does not tell the whole story. The justices’ professional backgrounds reinforce a pattern of elite qualifications. Unlike many Warren Court justices, today’s justices did not make their mark in politics. What most current justices had instead, at the time of their nomination, was a wealth of judicial experience. Of the current justices, all but Kagan came directly from a United States Court of Appeals. Of the eight current justices who had been appellate court judges, four served on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit (Roberts, Scalia, Thomas, and Ginsburg); the others served on the First Circuit (Breyer), Second Circuit (Sotomayor), Third Circuit (Alito), and Ninth Circuit (Kennedy). Kagan served as Solicitor General, Scalia held several positions in the Nixon Administration, and Thomas chaired the Equal Employment Op-
portunity Commission under Reagan. No current justice, however, has held an elected office, state or federal, or a cabinet-level appointed position.

How different things were in the era of Earl Warren. Only three of the eleven justices who served in 1962 had been federal appellate judges. Three others had some kind of judicial experience: William Brennan had served on the New Jersey Supreme Court, Frankfurter had been a Judge Advocate General during the First World War (overseeing courts-martial), and Hugo Black had spent a year as a part-time police court judge in Birmingham. The remaining five men had no judicial experience.

While these men may have lacked judicial experience, they boasted the seasoning of politics. Earl Warren, the Republican vice-presidential nominee in 1948, had also served as both Attorney General and Governor of California. A leading New Dealer, Hugo Black was serving his second term as a Democratic U.S. senator from Alabama when Franklin D. Roosevelt appointed him to the Court in 1937. Arthur Goldberg spent his professional career as a labor union lawyer, representing the Congress of Industrial Organizations and the United Steelworkers of America. At the time of his appointment in 1962, he was Secretary of Labor in the Kennedy Administration. William Douglas was a member of the Securities and Exchange Commission during the 1930s. Tom Clark worked in the Justice Department during the Second World War, before Truman appointed him Attorney General—and then to the Court. Byron White actively campaigned for John F. Kennedy in 1960 and became Deputy Attorney General in the administration before Kennedy elevated him to the Court in 1962. Altogether, these men had been active players on the political scene. Many of them already had national reputations before they were nominated to the Court.
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Sometimes, one can see the connection between a justice’s time in politics and his or her votes and opinions on the Court. As a senator, Black strongly supported the New Deal. In 1937, a few months before his appointment to the Court, Black helped Roosevelt’s “Brain Trust” draft the Fair Labor Standards Act and then was floor leader for the bill in the Senate.138 On the Court, Black played a crucial role in interpreting the Act more favorably for labor.139 Black vividly recalled the day when the Court’s “Nine Old Men” stood in the way of important Roosevelt Administration legislation.140 On the Court, he was an important voice for burying judicial second-guessing of state and federal legislation regulating economic affairs.141

Compared to their colleagues, justices with prior political experience seemed more concerned with reaching the “right” result and stressing the practical applications of the laws at hand. Warren, concludes biographer Professor Ted White, “developed a theory of judging that combined an ethical gloss on the Constitution with an activist theory of judicial review.”142 That theory of judging depended on the “values” that Warren believed the Constitution embodied.143 Warren’s “sense of the fairness or justice of a case . . . was crucial to his ultimate decision.”

Warren’s political instincts extended beyond how he would vote in a case, and, according to a former clerk, affected how he drafted opinions.145 While the clerk was drafting two opinions upholding Sunday Closing Laws, Warren inserted his own paragraph. Warren told the clerk, “[T]hese opinions are going to be read from many church pulpits across the country. I think we ought to add something like this.”146 The clerk recalled, “Of the two major newspapers covering the opinions that I read, only one quoted from the opinions, and that was just a single paragraph—the Chief’s.”147 Warren’s long political career had taught him how to speak both to the legal community and to the public.
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For Arthur Goldberg, his job was not only about finding the “right” or “ethical” decision in a case before the Court. He sought to push his colleagues toward solving major problems. Professor Alan Dershowitz remembers his first day as Goldberg’s clerk in the summer of 1963. The Justice tossed him a short certiorari petition to read on the spot:

He then asked me, “What do you see in it?” I said, “It’s just another pro se cert petition in a capital case.” He said, “No, what you’re holding in your hand is the vehicle by which we can end capital punishment in the United States.”

Sandra Day O’Connor had the most political experience of any justice on the Rehnquist Court. Commentators have seen the influence of that experience in her jurisprudence. Her work was characterized not by a search for the “right” or “ethical” answer, but rather “by general pragmatism and life experiences that are atypical among the current justices.” A former clerk said that O’Connor “never let theory trump reality.” Justice Stevens has remarked that, because of her insights into the legislative process, O’Connor made a “very significant contribution” to deliberations. After O’Connor and David Souter (a former Attorney General of New Hampshire), no member of the Court has had significant political experience.

What the justices now have is prior judicial experience—lots of it—and the habits of mind that such experience brings. The new emphasis on judicial experience is even more striking when one considers that, in earlier years, there was no common assumption that such a background was necessary for success as a justice. In 1957, Frankfurter argued that there was no correlation between prior judicial experience and fitness for the Court.
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Seeking to explain this new emphasis on judicial experience brings one to look at the presidents who nominate and the senators who confirm appointees. Ironically, as the confirmation process has become more politicized, it has become important for a nominee to appear less partisan. It is often more difficult to object to a judicial record than it is to pick apart a politician’s public statements and votes. There are many interest groups dedicated to “scoring” particular legislators on a host of issues, an undertaking less readily pursued when assessing judicial decisions.

Another factor may be an obsession with resume points. “People are more likely to rise on the basis of grades, test scores, effort and performance,” New York Times columnist David Brooks recently commented. Naturally, the members of the country’s most elite Court should have the most elite resumes in their field.

The rise of judicial interpretative methods may also help explain the new emphasis on judicial experience. As the debate over textualism and originalism has become more mainstream, so has the expectation that nominees will have a judicial, as opposed to political, outlook. Proponents of originalism have sought to counter what they see as the Warren Court’s liberal activism. Mark Tushnet maintains that some justices on the Warren Court saw themselves as acting politically, while others simply approached constitutional adjudication in such a manner that “the public could hardly discern the line between interpreting the Constitution, what the justices thought they were doing, and advancing the program of liberal politics, what the justices were also doing.” Perceptions of the Warren Court’s activism fueled a debate about the proper role of the judiciary; critics wanted the Court to stop legislating from the bench. Picking candidates with judicial (as opposed to political) experience may be seen as a way of pursuing this end.
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II. INSIDE THE COURT

Turning our gaze inside the Court, we find it natural to ponder the leadership styles of successive Chief Justices—Earl Warren, Warren Burger, William Rehnquist, and John Roberts. Examining the hive solely by looking at the “queen bee,” however, has its limits. A more complete perspective requires us to look at the jobs of the Court’s “worker bees,” including its law clerks.

In the next few pages, we look at three facets of each Chief Justice’s leadership—the degree to which he was concerned with consensus, his management of conferences, and his assignment of opinions. We then turn to the justices and the law clerks and conclude by examining how these internal changes affect the Court’s public product—its opinions.

A. The Four Chief Justices

1. Earl Warren

Earl Warren’s dogged and successful attempt to build a united front in *Brown v. Board of Education* provides a memorable example of leadership at work. Following re-argument of *Brown* in late 1953, Warren made unanimity a prime goal. Framing the issue as a moral matter, Warren delayed the vote until he had achieved consensus. His efforts included lobbying Justice Jackson while the latter was hospitalized following a heart attack and persuading Justice Reed to abandon his planned lone dissent—all, as Warren put it, for the sake of the Court’s legitimacy.

Warren’s “people skills” were not limited to lobbying justices behind the scenes; he also used them effectively to guide conference. Warren’s colleagues have pointed to his personal qualities—charm, wit, innate courtesy, and a commitment to fairness in allowing others to express their views—as helping him to manage conferences. Warren coupled this talent with a prodigious work effort to make sure everything ran smoothly, spending hours preparing for conferences so that he could present the issues in a lucid and concise manner.
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When it came to assigning opinions, Warren took care not to abuse his power.\textsuperscript{162} He believed that an improper use of discretion would be disruptive;\textsuperscript{163} indeed, Brennan described the Chief's assignments as reflecting "a deep-seated sense of fairness."\textsuperscript{164} Warren also kept his eye on consensus when assigning opinions. His pursuit of equal labor notwithstanding, he assigned opinions somewhat strategically, often selecting the justice most likely to build the strongest majority on any given issue.\textsuperscript{165} With that goal in mind, he tried not to assign opinions based on a justice's expertise in a particular area, fearing that specialists might care more about entrenching their own specific views than about fostering collective agreement.\textsuperscript{166}

The Warren Court, of course, had its share of vigorous dissents.\textsuperscript{167} Even so, Warren's leadership style epitomized the old saying about being able to disagree without being disagreeable. Warren gets much of the credit for using his leadership skills and focus on consensus to make a Court sometimes referred to as "nine scorpions in a bottle"\textsuperscript{168} into a more congenial place to work.\textsuperscript{169}

2. Warren Burger

Warren Burger was no Earl Warren. Burger's ability to guide the Court's internal decision-making processes left much to be desired. He struck many as being aloof and overly concerned with the dignity of his office. For example, he placed a desk in the conference room in order to receive visitors there rather than in his office, which he considered insufficiently august.\textsuperscript{170} In relations with his colleagues, Burger lacked Warren's sense of courtesy and respect.\textsuperscript{171}

\textsuperscript{163} Id.
\textsuperscript{164} Brennan, supra note 160, at 15.
\textsuperscript{165} See O'Brien, supra note 9, at 277.
\textsuperscript{166} Id. at 276.
\textsuperscript{167} See, for example, Frankfurter's heated dissent in \textit{Baker v. Carr}, 369 U.S. 186, 266 (1962).
The Changing Face of the Supreme Court

Burger Court conferences could be long, frustrating affairs. Burger rambled and allowed others to do so. He seemed to rely upon clerks’ memoranda rather than forming a personal understanding of cases, and, by allowing the justices to interrupt one another, he failed to foster effective discussion. Blackmun openly lamented that Burger could not control conferences. The jumbled conferences often led to unclear results, a problem compounded by Burger’s repeated failure to record the votes accurately.

Burger has been faulted for the way he assigned opinions. His imprecision at keeping track of votes in conference allowed him to assign the majority opinion, then change his vote and join the dissent. This practice led other justices to suspect that Burger purposely manipulated his initial votes. He became known for assigning his allies the more attractive cases and, as Brennan put it, giving his foes “crud.”

Whatever his leadership shortcomings, Burger took an active interest in improving the Supreme Court building, in showcasing the Court’s history (appointing the Court’s first curator), and, more broadly, in nurturing efficient management of the federal court system. No Chief Justice since William Howard Taft has taken a more hands-on interest in the way the nation’s courts are run.

3. William Rehnquist

When William H. Rehnquist was elevated to become Chief Justice, he was not associated with the idea of consensus. As a justice, he had often
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dissented alone,\textsuperscript{180} proudly displaying a Lone Ranger figure—a gift from his clerks—in his chambers.\textsuperscript{181} Rehnquist believed that unanimity was not the highest value. He thought that “those who would insist on an artificial unanimity may mistake the rancorous exchanges in a particular case for a malfunction of the system.”\textsuperscript{182}

In the Chief’s chair, Rehnquist managed conferences with a briskness that contrasted with Burger’s wandering style.\textsuperscript{183} Rehnquist saw the purpose of conference as simply an opportunity to determine the majority vote, rather than persuade one’s colleagues through impassioned advocacy.\textsuperscript{184} He believed that justices came to conference already knowing how they felt about a case and that debate at that point rarely changed a colleague’s mind.\textsuperscript{185} He discouraged lengthy exchanges, stating that disagreements could “come out in the writing.”\textsuperscript{186}

Rehnquist counted conference votes meticulously and was even-handed in assigning opinions. When making assignments, he considered each justice’s productivity in addition to the volume of previous assignments.\textsuperscript{187}

All in all, as Chief Justice, Rehnquist clearly exceeded Burger in managing conference and assigning opinions. As the Lone Ranger figure on his desk suggested, however, Rehnquist seems to have placed less weight on the value of building consensus.

4. John Roberts

Chief Justice Roberts has declared his belief in consensus. Roberts concedes that divisions on the Court “cannot and should not be artificially suppressed,” but he argues that each justice should “be open to the
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considered views of the others.”188 In Roberts’s mind, the best Chiefs—John Marshall being his model—have helped the Court to speak with one voice through temperament, neutrality, trustworthiness, and force of personality.189 For Roberts, consensus has real benefits, such as “clarity and guidance for the lawyers and for the lower courts trying to figure out what the Supreme Court meant,”190 more enduring precedent, and decisions “on the narrowest possible ground.”191

Roberts sees conference as an opportunity to foster consensus. He attempts to emphasize less controversial issues and seeks to define the questions presented as narrowly as possible—“the narrower the better, because people will be less concerned” about incremental decision-making.192 He permits fuller discussion than did Rehnquist, thinking that his colleagues are more open to compromise at conference than after opinion writing has begun.193

Roberts tries to distribute opinion assignments equally, but he also considers which justices are likely to build the strongest consensus in any given case. This policy seems to reward justices willing to moderate ideological pre-commitments. In his first term, Roberts succeeded in producing “more consecutive unanimous opinions than at any other time in recent history,”194 but, overall, the Court still issues its fair share of concurrences and dissents.195

B. Nine Little Law Firms

1. The Justices’ Personal Interaction

Justice Powell coined the phrase “nine little law firms” to describe the Court.196 This description implies the increasing isolation of the justices
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from each other and the fragmentation of the Court into nine separate “offices.” With other justices just down the hallway, it is easy for justices to talk face to face with their colleagues. It appears, however, that the level of such interaction among the justices began to decline during Burger’s time as Chief Justice.\(^{197}\) As early as 1976, Justice Powell noted that a justice might “go through an entire term without being once in the chambers of all of the other eight members of the Court.”\(^{198}\) This decrease in daily interaction among the justices continued into the Rehnquist years.\(^{199}\)

What explains less personal interaction among the justices? Some would point to the nature of the job as one factor. Justice Scalia describes a justice’s work as being “disembodied and intellectual.”\(^{200}\) Justice Breyer has noted that the justices are too busy to have time for frequent visits to another’s chambers.\(^{201}\) There must, however, be other factors at work; surely, choice plays a role. Perhaps when more justices came from backgrounds other than the appellate bench—especially from the world of politics—they were, by temperament, more inclined to personal discussion and persuasion. Bureaucratization may also be a factor. Each justice has twice as many clerks as did their predecessors on the Warren Court. As the justices hire clerks who have more experience and who perform more duties, Powell’s image of “nine little law firms” seems to be an increasingly apt picture, with the justices acting as partners to their junior associate clerks.

2. The Law Clerks

Supreme Court law clerks share a recognizable profile. Most attended prestigious law schools, graduated near the top of their classes, served on law review managing boards, and often clerked for one of a few par-


\(^{198}\) O’Brien, supra note 9, at 132.


ticular circuit court judges. Academic backgrounds are somewhat more diverse than they once were, although clerks still come overwhelmingly from elite law schools. In terms of race and gender, however, today’s law clerks are more diverse than were the clerks of the Warren Court.

There are other ways the résumé of today’s clerks look rather different from those of the Warren Court. In Warren’s era, clerks often came directly from law school; only about half had been clerks for a lower court judge. By the 1970s, however, over ninety percent of clerks had previous clerkship experience. Moreover, we now have the phenomenon of the “feeder judge”; certain appellate judges often “feed” clerks to ideologically compatible chambers. This practice invites an obvious question: Does the hiring of clerks thought to be nurtured in a compatible appellate court judge’s chambers reinforce their justice’s ideological leanings? Some scholars lament what they see to be an increased politicization of law clerkships.

The job of a Supreme Court law clerk has evolved through the years. There was a time when a clerk was like a personal assistant to the justice. Over time, clerks became secretaries, then stenographers, next sounding boards, and finally junior associates in the “nine little law firms” that constitute today’s chambers. Now, clerks have a wide range of duties. In addition to reviewing cert petitions and helping craft opinions, a clerk is expected to monitor *in forma pauperis* petitions, take the “death watch” over last-minute appeals from inmates awaiting execution, and create “bench memos” to prepare their justices for oral arguments and conferences.
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The reality of the Court’s routines—especially a steady increase in the Court’s workload—inevitably affects what clerks do. Justices Brennan and Frankfurter reviewed cert petitions themselves. This might have been less burdensome when there were around fifteen to twenty-five hundred petitions a year. By contrast, such personal attention is hardly possible today, when the Court’s caseload approaches 10,000 petitions per term. As the number of petitions grew, the justices naturally responded by hiring more clerks and dividing the labor. Around 1947, many justices began employing a second law clerk, and by 1970, most justices had added a third clerk. Soon thereafter, the cert pool was born; clerks in the participating chambers divided up cert petitions rather than having each chamber review them separately. In the Roberts Court, each clerk in the cert pool writes about 250 memoranda per year. The clerks’ memoranda seem to influence the disposition of petitions for certiorari.

Clerks are also involved in the drafting of opinions. This role began to expand during the Warren Court, one factor perhaps being that some justices’ workloads increased as the Chief sought to assign equal numbers of opinions to each. Today, law clerks tend to be heavily involved in the drafting process, especially of concurrences and dissents and during the hectic weeks toward the end of a term, although the practice varies by justice.

To the extent that the justices tend to become editors and managers, rather than scribes and sole practitioners, some observers worry that the Court’s traditional institutional identity may deteriorate. Court-watchers have worried since at least the 1960s that the traditional image of the justices’ “bringing the dispassioned reason of law to bear on problems
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may be blurred by the noise of typewriters and the scurry of subordinates.”

3. The Court’s Opinions

How do changes in the Chief Justices’ leadership skills and style, the level of day-to-day interaction among the justices, and the responsibilities of the clerks play out? One way to ponder that question is to read the end product—the Court’s opinions. In the Court’s early years, Chief Justice Marshall, emphasizing the importance of consensus, abolished seriatim opinions and wrote most decisions himself. Today, the story is much different. Whatever Chief Justice Roberts’s hopes, his Court is a long way from speaking with one voice. Concurrences, dissents, and plurality opinions are commonplace. Modern opinions look more and more like law review articles (remember all those law review alumni now clerking?). The decision in *Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission* was over 48,000 words, spanning 183 pages in the *U.S. Reports*.

Does the increasing internal fragmentation, isolation, and decline in consensus noted in these pages help explain changes in the Court’s opinions? Several studies, for example, reveal how the increase in the number of law clerks and their responsibilities has tracked the increase in longer opinions and the decline in consensus. For example, from 1969 to 1972—a time when many justices were taking on an additional clerk—“the number of opinions increased by about fifty percent and the number of words tripled.” In fairness to the clerks, however, if the jus-
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Critics and observers debate the normative drawbacks or benefits of more and longer opinions. Chief Justice Roberts has argued that the justices should worry about the effect on the Court as an institution. Necessity may drive some changes within the Court, such as in the explosion of cert petitions, while internal factors play a part, for example, in how the Chief Justices manage conferences. Certainly, what goes on within the Court matters, as it is the engine of the opinions that, in turn, shape both our nation’s legal system and the country’s perception of the Court.

III. CASES AND ARGUMENTS

The years since the Warren Court have seen major changes in the ways cases and arguments are delivered to the tribunal. Here we consider several transformations—pressures on the docket, the emergence of a Supreme Court Bar, an increase in amicus briefs, and livelier oral arguments.

A. The Dwindling Docket

From the time of the Warren Court, the number of petitions for certiorari has steadily increased, from 1,131 in the 1953 Term to nearly 10,000 in recent Terms. However, with the exception of a brief period
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229 See Black & Spriggs, supra note 223, at 645 (arguing justices “exert control over the final content of an opinion”). Justice Powell, for example, frequently instructed his clerks on the virtues of conciseness. Id.

230 See, e.g., id. at 628 (arguing that these opinions are inaccessible to the public); Hugh Hewitt, Op-Ed., One Way to Ensure Judges Be Brief, Wall St. J., July 28, 1986, at 14 (describing long, fractured opinions as an abdication of judicial responsibility). Perhaps the most pressing problem with increasingly long opinions is the lack of guidance they provide to lower courts, leading to incoherent application of precedent. See, e.g., Liptak, supra note 225.


232 In the literature on the Court, “docket” is used to include petitions presented to the Court as well as cases actually heard and decided on the merits. Sometimes it refers only to the latter. Here we mean “docket” in the latter sense.


234 See O’Brien, supra note 9, at 157–58.
during the Burger Court, the number of cases taken and decided has dropped sharply. In the 1953 Term, the Court decided 114 cases. By the 1982 Term, that figure had risen to 189. But in the 2013 Term, the number had fallen to 76. Speculation drives attempts to explain this shift. Some scholars posit that Congress’s elimination of mandatory jurisdiction in 1988 spurred the decrease, but empirical analyses conclude that this action had at best a “miniscule role” in the plenary docket’s overall decline. Indeed, several other factors may be in play: a reduction in petitions for certiorari by the United States, the creation and increased use of the cert pool, and turnover among the justices on the Court.

Fewer filings by the Solicitor General may be one factor in accounting for the Court’s shirking docket. The Solicitor General is the most frequent and successful litigant before the Supreme Court; about seventy percent of his or her petitions are granted each year. So important is the Solicitor General that he or she is sometimes called the “Tenth Justice.” In the 1983 Term, the Solicitor General filed petitions in for-
ty-seven cases but in the 2013 Term sought review of only twenty-five cases. The office files fewer petitions for certiorari, perhaps due to decreased involvement in civil litigation by the government or to greater success in the lower courts. Whatever the reason, this "pullback" accounts for a decline of about fifteen cases per term. 

Created in 1972, the cert pool was originally designed to streamline review. Some commentators have criticized the use of a cert pool, but it is reasonable to ask if the pool played a role in the Court's declining docket. Anecdote suggests that aversion to risk encourages clerks to find reasons to deny certiorari. Scholars, however, have debated whether empirical data support these statements.

The high turnover in justices beginning in the mid-1980s probably helps explain the decrease in the plenary docket. Six justices retired around the time the docket decline began; each was replaced by a justice much less likely to vote in favor of certiorari. In addition, there is evidence that Rehnquist altered his voting patterns after he became Chief Justice in 1986, voting to grant certiorari less often in later years. One


246 Id. at 1342. This number may be as high as twenty-five if one considers the office's similar reluctance to file amicus briefs in recent years.

247 John C. Jeffries, Jr., Justice Lewis F. Powell, Jr. 270 (2001); Owens & Simon, supra note 236, at 1226; see also J. Harvie Wilkinson III, If It Ain't Broke . . ., 119 Yale L.J. Online 67, 74 (2010) (arguing that the certiorari pool was intended to ease the burden placed on justices and "assure that most petitions had at least one hard look").

248 See, e.g., O'Brien, Join-3 Votes, supra note 235, at 802 (arguing that the cert pool allows inter-circuit conflicts to percolate further); Kenneth W. Starr, The Supreme Court and Its Shrinking Docket: The Ghost of William Howard Taft, 90 Minn. L. Rev. 1363, 1376-77 (2006) (highlighting clerks' "prevailing spirit" to seek out undeserving petitions).

249 Owens & Simon, supra note 236, at 1235–36 (quoting Justice Stevens's view that, to recommend a case for review, clerks have to "stick [their] neck out").

250 See David R. Stras, The Supreme Court's Gatekeepers: The Role of Law Clerks in the Certiorari Process, 85 Tex. L. Rev. 947, 977 (2007) (book review) (examining cert pool memoranda in Terms between the mid-1980s and 1990s and providing evidence that the cert pool was more "stingy" than the Court in its recommendations); see also Owens & Simon, supra note 236, at 1236–37 (discussing Stras's findings). But see Cordray & Cordray, Plenary Docket, supra note 240, at 790 (arguing that the cert pool has had little systematic influence).


study concludes that these changes had a cumulative effect of eliminating about 100 votes to grant certiorari, “almost erasing the complement of votes cast by an average Justice for plenary review in a given Term.”\textsuperscript{253} The decline seemed to reflect an inclination that “a relatively small number of nationally binding precedents is sufficient to provide doctrinal guidance.”\textsuperscript{254} The justices explicitly embraced this notion in their 1995 amendments to the Court’s rules, declaring that the existence of an intercircuit conflict, without more, is an insufficient reason for granting certiorari. To merit Supreme Court review, such cases must also involve a “question of importance.”\textsuperscript{255}

Studies have also found a correlation between a Court’s degree of ideological homogeneity and the number of cases decided in a Term; over time, less homogenous Courts have taken on a docket that is twenty-five percent smaller than average.\textsuperscript{256} Justices who are in the majority in a more unified Court may feel more confident about the likelihood of the Court’s reaching their preferred outcome.\textsuperscript{257} The relationship between the continuing decline of the docket size and the Roberts Court’s closely divided ideological makeup may offer support for this theory.

\textbf{B. The Supreme Court Bar}

The emergence of a Supreme Court Bar—a small group of elite, seasoned advocates who appear frequently before the Court—has unquestionably affected how cases are presented to and argued before the Court.

As late as 1987, Chief Justice Rehnquist stated emphatically, “I am quite firmly of the belief that there is no such Supreme Court bar at the present time.”\textsuperscript{258} Yet, even when he made this comment, a highly professionalized cadre of Supreme Court litigators was already nascent. Two years earlier, Sidley Austin had hired Rex Lee, a former Solicitor Gen-

\textsuperscript{253}See Cordray & Cordray, Plenary Docket, supra note 240, at 785 n.245; David R. Stras, The Supreme Court’s Declining Plenary Docket: A Membership-Based Explanation, 27 Const. Comment. 151, 157–58 (2010). This was particularly true in the case of Justice White, who voted in favor of cert at an extraordinarily high rate, more than twice that of any other justice. Cordray & Cordray, Plenary Docket, supra note 240, at 789–90.

\textsuperscript{254} Id. at 432.

\textsuperscript{255} Id. at 432.

\textsuperscript{256} Id. at 1278.

\textsuperscript{257} Id. at 1264.

eral, to start a Supreme Court and appellate department. Lee’s quick success was striking: In a single term, “the former Solicitor General had accomplished what no one else had done for decades and what the Bar had assumed was no longer economically feasible.” Other firms soon took note, creating what Chief Justice Roberts termed a “snowball effect.” In 1980, fewer than 20% of non-governmental advocates before the Court had appeared previously; by 2002, over 40% were repeat players, with fully one-third having at least three previous arguments under their belts. The creation of Supreme Court practices by private firms, usually catalyzed by hires of attorneys from the Solicitor General’s Office and former Supreme Court clerks, has not only been a primary force driving the emergence of a distinct bar, but has also influenced state governments and Supreme Court litigation clinics in top law schools.

The emergence of a Supreme Court Bar has affected many facets of the Court’s work, from its agenda to its decisions on the merits. Studies suggest that advocates most versed in the ways of the Court have the greatest influence on the Court at the certiorari stage; a petitioner’s depth of experience strongly correlates to the likelihood of the Court’s granting the petition. While the Court hears only about 1% of the cases presented to it, major law firms with active Supreme Court practices
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259 Richard J. Lazarus, Advocacy Matters Before and Within the Supreme Court: Transforming the Court by Transforming the Bar, 96 Geo. L.J. 1487, 1498 (2008). While Lee was especially notable as a Supreme Court advocate, there was a small group of attorneys during the 1977–82 Terms who regularly litigated before the Court. See Kevin T. McGuire, Advocacy in the U.S. Supreme Court: Expertise Within the Appellate Bar, 11 Const. Comment. 267, 269 (1994). Other Supreme Court specialists existed at earlier periods in our nation’s history, such as William Pinkney, who argued over half of the cases during one Term. John G. Roberts, Jr., Oral Advocacy and the Re-emergence of a Supreme Court Bar, 30 J. Sup. Ct. Hist. 68, 79 (2005).

261 Lazarus, supra note 259, at 1498.


263 Roberts, supra note 259, at 75.


265 Jeffery L. Fisher, A Clinic’s Place in the Supreme Court Bar, 65 Stan. L. Rev. 137, 143 (2013). Most public interest organizations, with the notable exception of the ACLU, have continued to rely on the pro bono services of private firms rather than develop their own Supreme Court practices. Lazarus, supra note 259, at 1501.

266 McGuire, supra note 259, at 283–84.
have success rates as high as 25%. In 2000, 25% of the docket comprised cases for which experienced counsel had petitioned; by 2006, that proportion had risen to 39%. Today, Supreme Court specialists are responsible for over half of the cases in which certiorari is granted. These numbers suggest that the Bar has had a profound effect on shaping the Court’s caseload, with some observers arguing that it has shifted the docket to topics “more responsive to the concerns of private business.”

The relative success of the Supreme Court Bar may simply tell us that experienced attorneys are better at writing petitions. However, the mere association of an expert lawyer with a petition may also lend credibility to its arguments regardless of the petition’s quality. The well-known advocate’s name conveys an implicit message to the Court: “[T]hese arguments can be taken seriously and the issues raised are worthy of... your attention.” Given that the Court reviews nearly 10,000 petitions each year, clerks often look to the briefs’ writers—and possibly their reputation—to highlight the legal issues and flag the importance of a case. Although increased petitions may seem at odds with the decrease in the Court’s merits docket, the increasingly specialized Supreme Court Bar might actually be partially responsible for that decrease when one considers the advocates’ desire to guard their reputation and the high price now expected for an effective petition.

Experienced Supreme Court advocates also achieve a higher success rate at the merits stage than do amateurs, although the difference is less pronounced than at the certiorari stage, perhaps because the justices themselves can devote more time to cases in which review has been

266 Lazarus, supra note 259, at 1515. This disparity remains apparent even when controlling for the possibility that expert counsel are just better at picking good cases. Id. at 1526.
267 Id. at 1517.
268 Liptak, Specialists’ Help, supra note 261.
269 Lazarus, supra note 259, at 1522.
270 Chief Justice Burger used to complain about the quality of argumentation. See Interview with Justice Antonin Scalia, supra note 200. Rehnquist called the advocacy “slipshod.” See David M. O’Brien, supra note 9, at 252. By contrast, Justice Alito recently noted that the lawyers are now “considerably better” than twenty years ago, when he was in the Solicitor General’s Office. See Lawrence S. Wrightsman, Oral Arguments Before the Supreme Court: An Empirical Approach 21 (2008).
271 McGuire, supra note 259, at 280; see also Sundquist, supra note 261, at 60 (arguing that the success of former Solicitors General may be derived from their “automatic reputation and special relationship with the Court and other repeat players”).
272 Lazarus, supra note 259, at 1526.
granted.\(^{273}\) Expert advocates are less likely simply to repeat arguments that succeeded in the lower courts; instead, they know how to tailor their strategies to specific justices.\(^{274}\) *Bailey v. United States,*\(^{275}\) a Fourth Amendment case in which the petitioner obviously hoped that Justice Scalia’s vote would carry the day, illustrates this tendency. In that case, the petitioner cited Scalia three times in the opening brief and two more times in the reply, concluding both briefs with a direct Scalia quotation.\(^{276}\)

Not only may skilled advocacy affect the ultimate outcome of the case at bar, but also it may be aimed at engendering more favorable precedents or enhancing the attorney’s reputation, if the advocate hopes to appear before the Court again.\(^{277}\) Such long-term strategizing may also shape the robust pro bono practice of the Supreme Court Bar; conspicuous presence in the Court helps attract future business clients and recruit coveted young attorneys.\(^{278}\)

### C. More Amicus Briefs

The years since the Warren Court have seen a dramatic increase in the filing of amicus curiae briefs.\(^{279}\) The number of amicus briefs filed between 1986 and 1995 increased by 800% over the number filed between 1946 and 1955.\(^{280}\) At least one amicus brief is now filed in more than 95% of cases.\(^{281}\) In addition, the likelihood of the Court’s referring to an amicus brief in an opinion has risen sharply since 1950;\(^{282}\) since 1994, about one-third of majority opinions have cited one or more such
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\(^{274}\) Lazarus, supra note 259, at 1540–41. Supreme Court advocate John W. Davis famously described the advocates as fishermen, customizing their cast, flies, tackle, line, and rod in order to catch at least five fish. John W. Davis, The Argument of an Appeal, 26 A.B.A. J. 895, 895 (1940).


\(^{276}\) Brief for Petitioner at 25, 27, 40, Bailey v. United States, 133 S. Ct. 1031 (2013) (No. 11-770); Reply Brief at 14, 21, *Bailey,* 133 S. Ct. at 1031 (No. 11-770).

\(^{277}\) See Lazarus, supra note 259, at 1522.

\(^{278}\) Id. at 1557; Liptak, Specialists’ Help, supra note 261.


\(^{282}\) Kearney & Merrill, supra note 280, at 757.
briefs. Marquee cases are magnets for amicus briefs; the 2012 case reviewing challenges to the Affordable Care Act, *National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius*, attracted the most amicus briefs ever filed in any case, with 136; the case involving California’s Proposition 8, banning same-sex marriage, *Hollingsworth v. Perry*, came in second, garnering 96 amicus briefs.

The Court’s “open door” policy makes it easier to file amicus briefs. Supreme Court Rule 37 requires that a potential amicus file a motion for permission for leave to file if one of the parties to the case has withheld consent. In the 1940s and early 1950s, the Court often withheld permission. From the 1960s onward, however, the Court’s attitude toward amicus briefs became more permissive. Currently, the Court grants nearly all motions for leave to file at both the certiorari and merits stages. This open door policy has meant that the interests represented in amicus briefs are more diverse; amici in the modern era include individuals (often law professors), corporations, governments, charitable organizations, public interest law firms, advocacy groups, business and trade organizations, and unions. In the Warren Court era, the amicus brief was predominantly associated with liberal causes, but today conservative interests are quite active in filing such briefs. Moreover, amici, who at one time were thought of as being involved only in constitutional cases, now appear in virtually the full range of Supreme Court litigation.

The explosion in the number of amicus filings may reflect many Supreme Court practitioners’ belief that amicus briefs influence the justic-
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es,\(^{295}\) empirically, however, the question remains hotly contested.\(^{296}\) The only findings that appear to have been consistently replicated are the Solicitor General's unique degree of success in filing amicus briefs, supporting the winning side around three-quarters of the time,\(^{297}\) and the statistical significance of the correlation between involvement of amici at the certiorari phase and the Court's granting certiorari.\(^ {298}\) Surveys reveal that former Supreme Court clerks believe most amicus briefs to be duplicative; finding a truly useful amicus—one that presented new arguments and added to the understanding of either the justice or the clerk—was like finding "diamonds in the rough."\(^ {299}\) Once they found such a gem, however, clerks typically passed the brief along to the justice, who would usually read it.\(^ {300}\)

Organizations may also choose to file or co-sponsor an amicus brief for reasons unrelated to influencing the Court. An organization may wish to show its members that it is actively pursuing their interests, the better to generate recruits, contributions, or publicity.\(^ {301}\) The organization may hope to build relationships with like-minded groups.\(^ {302}\) Or, an organization may choose to sign on as a co-sponsor to an amicus brief simply because it supports the cause but wishes to avoid the expense of filing its own brief.

The rise in amicus briefs may also reflect a kind of arms race—the belief of adverse parties that they need to match each other amicus for amicus.\(^ {303}\) Data support this theory, revealing that adverse parties often submit the same number of amicus briefs.\(^ {304}\) This arms race hypothesis, which can lead to the amici effectively cancelling each other out, could

\(^{295}\) Kearney & Merrill, supra note 280, at 820.
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\(^{297}\) Kearney & Merrill, supra note 280, at 773–74.
\(^{298}\) The extent to which amici influence decisions on the merits is much less certain, though the number of times that opinions cite amicus briefs has increased. Owens & Simon, supra note 236, at 1230; see also Owens & Epstein, supra note 281, at 130 (detailing the percentage of majority opinions that cite at least one amicus brief).
\(^{299}\) Lynch, supra note 293, at 45.
\(^{300}\) Id.
\(^{301}\) Kearney & Merrill, supra note 280, at 824–25; see also Paul M. Collins, Jr., Friends of the Court: Examining the Influence of Amicus Curiae Participation in U.S. Supreme Court Litigation, 38 Law & Soc'y Rev. 807, 825–26 (2004) (noting that some groups file amicus briefs in order to attract new group members and to show existing members that the group actively supports their interests).
\(^{302}\) Collins, supra note 301.
\(^{303}\) Kearney & Merrill, supra note 280, at 821–23.
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also help explain the sparse empirical support for the influence of amici at the merits stage: If there is parity in amici, the net influence of any individual brief may be significantly diminished. Because the reputation of the name on the brief may contribute to the brief’s influence, a perceived need to match the influence of amicus briefs supporting an adverse party’s position further contributes to the consolidation of a Supreme Court Bar. If one party hires an experienced advocate to file an amicus brief, the other party will likely do so as well, leading to a self-perpetuating cycle that has entrenched the elitism and professionalization of cases and arguments before the modern Court.

D. Oral Arguments

Since the Warren era, the Court has significantly restricted the time allotted to oral argument, and written briefs (including amicus briefs) have become more prominent. It is, however, oral argument that largely shapes lay conceptions of the Court. Oral argument is theatre; it offers a picture of the justices at work, often displaying a battle of wits and words that precedes the justices’ initial votes.

Like some other features of the Court—the docket, the advocates, and the briefs—oral arguments have undergone profound changes over the past five decades. Most striking among these changes is how much more engaged the justices themselves are. Few justices of the Warren and Burger Courts asked many questions at oral argument. After Justice Scalia’s appointment in 1986, however, this dynamic began to change.
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306 Lazarus, supra note 259, at 1558.
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308 For example, Justice Alito has said that he looks “for as much help as [he] can get from the advocates in the form of the brief, and then to clean up anything else that is not taken care of in the briefs in the oral argument.” Samuel Alito et al., The Inaugural William French Smith Memorial Lecture: A Look at Supreme Court Advocacy with Justice Samuel Alito, 35 Pepp. L. Rev. 465, 469 (2008).
309 John Roberts, while a judge on the D.C. Circuit, stressed that “oral argument is terribly, terribly important” in part because the conference immediately follows. Roberts, supra note 259, at 69–70.
310 See Toobin, supra note 9, at 106.
Other justices, having been in the habit of allowing lawyers to speak uninterrupted before asking questions, found Scalia's aggressive questioning of counsel surprising. Powell asked Marshall, "Do you think he knows that the rest of us are here?" Powell's question was as prescient as it was sarcastic. Following Scalia's lead, today's justices frequently ask questions "directed more to a colleague than to the lawyer," as Ginsburg recently explained.

Paul Clement, a former Scalia clerk and later Solicitor General, explained how the modern "hot bench" evolved from Scalia's influence: "[O]ther justices, including justices who had been on the court for a while, were kind of like: If the new guy gets to ask all these questions, I'm going to step up and ask some questions, too." With the exception of Thomas, who rarely speaks at oral argument, the justices appointed to the bench since Scalia have intensified this dynamic. The newest additions, Sotomayor and Kagan, interrupt advocates as often as Scalia, or even more frequently. One study revealed that, by the mid-2000s, the justices were averaging over 120 questions per case.

There is more at work here than the influence of Antonin Scalia. The high quality of the Supreme Court Bar's advocacy may inspire the justices to heightened engagement. Also, today's justices come from backgrounds that may dispose them to be more active in oral argument. Eight of the current justices previously served on the federal bench; the ninth, Kagan, frequently appeared before the Court as Solicitor General. Current justices may also be better prepared for oral argument. While Frankfurter and Douglas did not even read the parties’ briefs before argument, all the justices now receive "bench memos" prepared by their clerks detailing the salient issues of every case, enabling the justices to ask more probing and sophisticated questions. The justices' activism during oral
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argument contrasts with their limited interaction outside of the courtroom. Conferences are more compressed than they were in Burger’s day, and the justices now tend to communicate in writing. Oral arguments thus have become an obvious venue for advocacy within the Court; the other justices cannot help but listen. Reflecting the view expressed by several justices, Roberts has acknowledged using oral argument to direct statements to other justices, admitting that he may pose an aggressive question so that the advocate will “come up with a good answer that might help respond to [another] justice’s concern.”

The last five decades have brought significant changes to how cases are presented and argued before the Court. Some of these shifts, such as a dwindling docket and livelier oral arguments, are essentially internal to the institution. Others, including the rise of a Supreme Court Bar and the flood of amicus briefs, come from outside the Court. These changes obviously affect how cases and arguments flow through the Court. But the respective roles of the advocates and the justices are the same as they were when the Warren Court sat: The advocates plead, and the justices decide.

IV. OUTSIDE THE MARBLE PALACE

A. The Court’s Relation with the Media

It is natural for justices to be concerned about what others think of the Court’s work. This concern dates as far back as the time of Chief Justice John Marshall, who described the judiciary as the weakest branch of the federal government. How people perceive what the Court does is crucial to the Court’s institutional function. As it acknowledged in Planned Parenthood v. Casey, “the Court cannot buy support for its decisions by spending money and . . . it cannot independently coerce obedience to its

Duke L.J. 81, 102 n.85 (2011); see generally Peppers, supra note 202 (describing the responsibilities of Supreme Court clerks).

318 See Toobin, supra note 9, at 129; see also Bob Woodward & Scott Armstrong, The Brethren 427 (1979) (describing how Justice Stevens employed oral argument as a tool of arguing his points to the other justices).

319 See Interview by Susan Swain, C-SPAN, with Chief Justice John Roberts (June 19, 2009), available at http://supremecourt.c-span.org/Video/JusticeOwnWords.aspx; see also Liptak, Specialists’ Help, supra note 261 (noting the aggressive questioning by justices of specialists at oral argument).

decrees. The Court’s power lies, rather, in its legitimacy. . . .” The Court must be seen fit to exercise the judicial power in order to give effect to its pronouncements and elicit compliance with its decrees. This is where the media come in. The need to engage the public drove even members of the Marshall Court to seek ways to cultivate relationships with the media, and thereby the wider populace, including writing pseudonymous essays for newspapers in defense of the Court and granting interviews to reporters.\textsuperscript{322}

1. A More Open Court

The Court’s relationship with the media in the last half-century has an air of ambivalence, marked by the Court’s competing needs: engaging with the public while at the same time keeping an appropriate distance. On the one hand, the Court exercises a high level of control over its public perception. The justices deliberate in secret, interact with the press largely through formal, written opinions, and isolate themselves from day-to-day controversy to a degree unique among Washington institutions.\textsuperscript{323} This distance has purchased “a considerable measure of immunity from public scrutiny of any kind.”\textsuperscript{324} On the other hand, the Court has progressively taken steps to open itself to the press.

For instance, Chief Justice Burger provided background briefings to reporters and reached out to them for suggestions in altering Court procedures relating to the media.\textsuperscript{325} He also expanded the press section, which had housed roughly a half dozen reporters, to provide seats for as many as thirty.\textsuperscript{326} Chief Justice Rehnquist further accommodated the press, allowing television cameras in the Court building, disseminating more information on the justices’ travel and health, and participating in

\textsuperscript{323} Keith J. Bybee, Open Secret: Why the Supreme Court Has Nothing to Fear from the Internet, 88 Chi.-Kent L. Rev. 309, 314–15 (2013); Woodward & Armstrong, supra note 318, at 1.
\textsuperscript{324} Posner, supra note 322.
\textsuperscript{326} Richard Davis, Decisions and Images 37 (1994).
on-camera interviews. Now, the Court makes available copies of many speeches given by the justices, as well as same-day copies of opinions and oral argument transcripts.

In 1965, the Court changed its policy of delivering opinions only on Mondays, a practice that had pushed a large number of opinions to the final day of the Court’s term. The Warren Court also began notifying reporters as to when it would announce decisions. Nonetheless, press complaints about “judicial dumping”—the Court’s release of multiple major opinions on the same day—continued through subsequent decades. The Court, however, has been willing to go only so far; when one reporter suggested to Chief Justice Rehnquist that coverage of the Court might be better if it spaced out major decisions, he jokingly responded, “Just because we announce them all on one day doesn’t mean you have to write about them all on one day. Why don’t you save some for the next day?”

While the general trajectory of the Court has been toward increased transparency and media accommodation, there have also been episodes of Court pushback. When CBS News broadcasted excerpts from oral argument in *New York Times v. United States*, Chief Justice Burger retaliated by cutting off the limited access to recordings of oral arguments and calling on the FBI to open an investigation.

2. The Demands of Media in the Electronic Age

Changes at the Court have been driven in part by the changing character of the news media generally. The Warren Court did its work in an age of newspapers, and debate over press coverage focused largely on
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the print media.\textsuperscript{336} Today, major newspapers continue to provide extensive coverage of the Court, reporting on almost seventy-five percent of cases.\textsuperscript{337} By the advent of the Burger Court, however, Americans were increasingly getting their news from television, and those reports tended to focus heavily on a decision’s political, rather than legal, aspects.\textsuperscript{338} However, television coverage was anything but comprehensive; during the period from October 1976 to July 1981, only one in five Supreme Court decisions was covered on television.\textsuperscript{339} More reporters showed up at the Court; the size of the press corps steadily expanded from a small group of congressional beat reporters doing double-duty to cover the Warren Court\textsuperscript{340} to a contingent of fifty reporters working the Supreme Court beat by the Rehnquist era.\textsuperscript{341}

The explosion of twenty-four-hour cable and internet news has fundamentally changed the way that decisions are covered. As recently as the 1990s, decision day began with distribution of the morning’s opinions to reporters, who sat together, discussed the opinions, and filed stories by 5:00 p.m.\textsuperscript{342} Now, reporters are lucky to have two hours to review the opinions before their editors expect stories to be filed for prompt posting to the internet. Misreporting of the Court’s ruling in \textit{National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius}\textsuperscript{343} showcased the dangers posed by reporters having too little time to sift through opinions. Moments after the printed opinion’s release, interns broke into sprints from the Court’s Public Information Office, desperate to put cop-
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ies into the hands of reporters outside the Court. In their haste, FOX News and CNN incorrectly reported that the Affordable Care Act’s individual health insurance mandate had been struck down as unconstitutional under the Commerce Clause. Such an episode demonstrates how a news culture demanding immediate turnaround and comment threatens the quality of reporting on the Court.

Having too little time is not the only hazard. Fewer than half of the reporters who cover the Court have law degrees. One may debate the necessity of formal legal education for Supreme Court beat writers, but, in any event, law students (and their professors) will tell you how difficult it can be to decipher the Court’s opinions. The Court’s long opinions—often replete with different forms of dicta, footnotes, and multiple concurring or dissenting opinions—can easily lead to misunderstanding. Today’s emphasis on instant news only compounds the problem.

The news industry’s economic difficulties have also affected the Supreme Court press corps. Newspaper staffs have been cut in recent years, with Washington bureaus thinning considerably. Decreasing advertising revenues have physically squeezed the space available for traditional news coverage in printed publications. The result has been a dramatic reduction in the number of reporters in the Supreme Court press corps (as few as three full-time reporters may show up to the Court on any given day). Reporters are often forced to split their attention between the Court and other areas, such as the Department of Justice.
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3. Blogging

In some respects, the growth of internet media has improved the quality of reporting. The advent of new media outlets allows quick and widespread dissemination of primary documents, news, and commentary about the Supreme Court. This allows greater access to the Court’s inner workings and facilitates ready analysis of the Court. Gone are the days when a professor seeking to comment on a case had no choice but to await the publication of his or her law review article.352 Today, academics and practitioners across the country contribute to a growing array of legal blogs (or “blawgs”353). Some focus on specialized topics, like tax law or intellectual property.354 Others are open to broad commentary about law, politics, and life.355 And yet others, like SCOTUSblog, look exclusively at the Court.

SCOTUSblog has revolutionized the ability of news outlets and the public to follow the workings of the Court. The website presents live coverage of oral arguments and opinions as they become available. It provides links to lower court opinions, the parties’ briefs, and amicus filings, giving interested individuals instant access to all the materials that the Court itself possesses when deciding a case.356 SCOTUSblog includes a “Petitions We’re Watching” section, providing certiorari briefing materials and analysis for prominent and interesting cases.357

Through its coverage of healthcare litigation, a conservative legal blog, The Volokh Conspiracy, provided an example of the influence that legal blogging may have. As challenges to the Affordable Care Act’s individual mandate began to work their way through the federal courts, most legal professionals and academics considered arguments against
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352 Randy E. Barnett et al., A Conspiracy Against Obamacare: The Volokh Conspiracy and the Health Care Case 1 (2013).
The mandate to be “simply crazy.” The Volokh Conspiracy, however, provided a forum for conservative legal scholars to develop arguments against the individual mandate, helping to break down the perception of expert consensus on the constitutional issues in play. Authors writing for the blog were eventually invited to file an amicus brief in Sebelius; in their brief, they raised an issue about the Necessary and Proper Clause that Justice Scalia would bring up at oral argument. Andrew Koppelman, a prominent defender of the individual mandate, has suggested that this brief may have influenced Chief Justice Roberts’s approach to the case.

4. Seeing the Court as Political

It was a book, rather than technological change, that proved to be a historic turning point in media coverage of the Supreme Court. In 1979, Bob Woodward and Scott Armstrong published The Brethren. Relying heavily on Woodward’s access to Justice Potter Stewart and leaks from the Court’s clerks, The Brethren tells the story of an intensely political and ideological Court, pervaded by horse-trading and deal-making. After the appearance of this story of life inside the Court, reporters and readers alike were more inclined to look for gossip and politics at the Court.

Politics drive today’s news coverage of the Court. The cases most likely to get the media’s attention involve contentious issues, particularly those relating to political hot buttons like abortion, free speech, and freedom of religion. Coverage of the Court peaks when its composition changes (retirements, nominations, and confirmations) and when the justices display political factionalism. Court news focuses increasing-

359 Barrett et al., supra note 352, at 272.
360 Id. at 271.
363 Lithwick, supra note 342.
364 Katsch, supra note 339, at 8, 10.
365 Tyler Johnson & Erika Socker, Actions, Factions, and Interactions: Newsworthy Influences on Supreme Court Coverage, 93 Soc. Sci. Q. 434, 460 (2012); Keith J. Bybee, Will the
ly on the personal. In the wake of the Court's decision in *National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius*, one of the most heavily covered angles dealt with reports that Chief Justice Roberts defected from the conservative bloc of justices and, midway through deliberations, upheld the constitutionality of the Affordable Care Act's individual mandate. This leak was unprecedented in its proximity to the decision and in the informant's presumed seniority.

Has the press's heightened emphasis on the personal and the political undermined the Court in the public eye? Conventional wisdom suggests that people are able to entertain two seemingly inconsistent beliefs: acceptance that the Court is a political body and a trust in the Court as a fair arbiter. The Court has a historical institutional legitimacy, and it traditionally has enjoyed more deference in news media than that afforded other political institutions. In part, this may speak to how small the audience is for coverage of the Supreme Court. Media attention to the Court, by and large, has been said to be episodic, selective, and less intense than attention to the President or Congress. Only one in three Americans can name even a single Supreme Court justice.

Popular confidence in the Court is not, however, what it used to be. A Gallup poll taken in 2014 showed that confidence in the Court had fallen to thirty percent—the lowest figure since Gallup began keeping score in 1973. Another poll, this one by *The New York Times* and CBS News in 2012, also showed the Court's slippage in the public's eye, from sixty-six percent approval in the late 1980s to forty-four percent in 2012.
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369 Id. at 318.


Just one in eight of those polled thought the justices decided cases based only on the law, and the poll showed only one-third approving of life tenure.\textsuperscript{373}

What accounts for this loss of confidence in the Court? One obvious candidate is the Court's deservedly controversial decision in \textit{Bush v. Gore}.\textsuperscript{374} People still debate whether the justices in that 5-4 decision, especially the majority, acted as(partisans. Justice Stevens, dissenting, declared, "Although we may never know with complete certainty the identity of the winner of this year's Presidential election, the identity of the loser is perfectly clear. It is the Nation's confidence in the judge as an impartial guardian of the rule of law."	extsuperscript{375} Jack Balkin, however, writing soon after the opinion, had no doubt that the Court would "eventually regain whatever trust and confidence among the American public that it lost in \textit{Bush v. Gore}."\textsuperscript{376}

It may be that the drop in public confidence in the Court is due in good part to the widespread disaffection for all three branches of government and the capacity of government in general to solve problems. The same Gallup poll that registered a favorable vote of only thirty percent for the Court showed even less confidence in the other branches—twenty-nine percent for the presidency and a meager seven percent for Congress.\textsuperscript{377} The justices have their job for life or good behavior, but they may not be immune to the loss of enthusiasm many people feel for government in an age of gridlock and heightened partisanship.\textsuperscript{378}

\textbf{B. Justices' Extrajudicial Involvement}

Compared to today's justices, members of the Warren Court were more involved in activities associated with other branches of government. Perhaps the most significant modern example of a justice's extrajudicial involvement occurred just before the start of the Warren era,
when President Truman appointed Justice Jackson as chief American prosecutor at Nuremberg.⁷³⁹ His prosecutorial role forced Jackson to be absent from the Court for months, which one author called "an embarrassment to the Court."⁷³⁰

When President Johnson appointed a commission to investigate the assassination of President Kennedy, Chief Justice Warren initially refused to be brought on board, citing the divisiveness within the Court that had resulted from Justice Jackson's appointment as Nuremburg prosecutor.⁷³¹ Warren relented when Johnson, famous for being persuasive, appealed to Warren's sense of patriotism.⁷³² The Chief Justice continued, however, to fulfill his role on the Court, despite presiding at the Commission for up to eight and ten hours per day.⁷³³

The Warren Commission's report stirred controversy. Warren's decision to chair the Commission embroiled his name and the Supreme Court's prestige "in one of the most controverted and bizarre episodes in American history."⁷³⁴ One academic believes that the Chief Justice's involvement raised constitutional questions—that judicial involvement in a criminal investigation crossed into the realm of the executive branch and raised conflicts of interest.⁷³⁵

Another Warren Court justice who crossed over into the political world was Abe Fortas. He was a frequent visitor to the White House during Lyndon Johnson's presidency, consulting on such issues as the war in Vietnam and the sending of federal troops into the 1967 Detroit riots.⁷³⁶ He helped the President to draft legislation and to write the 1966 State of the Union address.⁷³⁷ Fortas's activities provoked the Senate

⁷³⁹ See Louis L. Jaffe, Mr. Justice Jackson, 68 Harv. L. Rev. 940, 982 (1955).
⁷³³ Schwartz, supra note 382, at 496.
⁷³⁴ Calabresi & Larsen, supra note 381, at 1137.
⁷³⁵ Lippman, supra note 380, at 1378 ("[C]oncerns about judicial independence and bias were quite serious. In the American legal tradition, criminal investigations fall squarely within the realm of the executive branch, and this investigation in particular was rife with potential conflicts of interest for the federal judiciary and the Supreme Court.").
⁷³⁷ Calabresi & Larsen, supra note 381, at 1137 n.459.
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Subcommittee on the Separation of Powers to undertake an investigation into the extrajudicial activities of federal judges.\textsuperscript{388} Since the 1960s, however, such high-profile extrajudicial activity has largely ceased, though not for lack of potential opportunities.\textsuperscript{389}

There are some instances when a sitting justice has taken positions on specific legislation. Chief Justice Burger lobbied against conferring Article III status on bankruptcy judges when Congress contemplated that change in the late 1970s.\textsuperscript{390} Similarly, Chief Justice Rehnquist was outspokenly critical of the Violence Against Women Act ("VAWA") during its development and passage in the early 1990s.\textsuperscript{391} He later wrote the majority opinion striking down VAWA, holding that neither the Commerce Clause nor the Fourteenth Amendment could support the legislation.\textsuperscript{392}

\textbf{C. Speaking and Writing Outside the Court}

How visible a justice makes himself or herself away from the Court is, by and large, a matter of personal taste and judgment. A contemporary of Chief Justice Warren described him as "a constant speaker, but completely in the tradition of the broad, generalized, ceremonial commentator."\textsuperscript{393} Similarly, most of Warren's colleagues—Justices Black, Whittaker, Stewart, Clark, and Harlan—were guarded in what they would discuss and how open they would be.\textsuperscript{394} In contrast, Justice Douglas was quick to speak out on a variety of topics, legal and non-legal; his writings and speeches covered matters ranging from foreign policy and the Soviet Union, to the Court's caseload and its relationship with Con-

\textsuperscript{388} Id. at 1137–38.
\textsuperscript{389} For example, a justice could have been appointed to the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY), which had some similarities to the Nuremberg trials; however, no Supreme Court Justice was sent to the ICTY as a prosecutor or judge.
\textsuperscript{391} Id. at 1613–15.
\textsuperscript{394} Id.
gress and administrative agencies. Both Justices Douglas and Brennan spoke with such frequency that they retained booking agents.

Justices also write books. Justice Douglas was a prolific author; he wrote some thirty books during his time on the Court. Douglas relied on his publications to supplement his income and to fund personal travels. Chief Justice Rehnquist liked writing about history. Justices sometimes write books airing their jurisprudence and philosophy. In his book, *A Matter of Interpretation: Federal Courts and the Law*, Justice Scalia argues for a jurisprudence of original meaning, while Justice Breyer, in *Active Liberty: Interpreting Our Democratic Constitution*, urges judges to interpret the Constitution in light of its purpose and a ruling's consequences. Some of their tracts are autobiographical; notable examples include Douglas's *Go East, Young Man*, O'Connor's reflections on ranch life, and Thomas's *My Grandfather's Son*.

Justices sometimes take to the road. Justice Sotomayor went on tour in 2013 to promote her widely heralded autobiography, *My Beloved World*. She held book signings, engaged in televised interviews, and appeared on satirical news shows such as "The Daily Show" and "The Colbert Report." She has also engaged extensively with popular culture. For example, she has appeared twice on the children's television
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show Sesame Street, and she pressed the button to lower the Times Square countdown ball to celebrate the beginning of the year 2014.405

Justices have sometimes appeared on venues with a liberal or conservative perspective. Justice Thomas was the keynote speaker at the conservative Federalist Society’s 2013 National Lawyers Convention.406 Justice Alito attended the annual fundraiser gala for the conservative magazine, American Spectator.407 On the Court’s more liberal side, Justice Ginsburg spoke at an event hosted by the American Constitution Society for Law and Policy, a progressive organization.408

One should be wary of easy generalizations about the extent to which today’s justices are willing to engage openly in the public arena. It may be that, in our time, people do not suppose that justices need to be detached, Olympian figures. Moreover, we live in an age when modern technology makes it easier for justices to balance outside engagements with their duties at the Court. They are hardly likely to be impeached for what they say off the bench.409 Ultimately, like their predecessors, the justices decide for themselves when, how, and on what subjects to air their ideas in print or on public platforms.

D. Coverage of Oral Arguments

For years, justices have pondered and debated whether oral arguments should be televised. While some justices on the current Court seem open
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to the idea of cameras in the courtroom, one doubts that the Roberts Court will in fact take a step that the Warren Court did not.

Chief Justice Warren strongly opposed the idea. He has been quoted as declaring that "we will have a man on the moon before there will be cameras in this courtroom." 410 His contemporaries shared his distaste. 411 At first, Chief Justice Burger was equally opposed, declaring in 1984 that television cameras are "the most destructive thing in the world" and there would be "no cameras in the Supreme Court of the United States while I sit there." 412 A few years later, however, he adjusted his position, suggesting that he might be in favor of television coverage of oral arguments in the Court if the arguments were aired in their entirety. 413

Beginning in the mid-1980s, some justices became vocal supporters of permitting at least limited use of cameras in the Court. In 1986, Justice Brennan stated, "I feel strongly that we should allow television and radio broadcasts of our proceedings." 414 He argued that such a move would help to create "a better understanding of the court’s functioning and the way the court operates." 415 Justice Stevens 416 and Justice Powell 417 signaled varying degrees of willingness.

When state courts started opening their courtrooms to television coverage, 418 federal courts continued in their refusal to do so. 419 That began to change when Chief Justice Rehnquist appointed an Ad Hoc Commit-

414 Piccus, supra note 410, at 1095.
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418 Today, “[e]very state judiciary, but not the District of Columbia Courts system, permits some televising of its proceedings, generally in both civil and criminal courts, and at the trial as well as appellate levels.” Bruce G. Peabody, “Supreme Court TV”: Televising the Least Accountable Branch?, 33 J. Legis. 144, 148 (2007).
The Committee’s pilot program, which the Judicial Conference adopted, allowed Second and Ninth Circuit judges, along with judges from six district courts, to permit cameras in the courtroom. The Conference allowed the program to expire, but the Second and Ninth Circuits continue to allow media to broadcast proceedings after approval from the presiding judge.

There is no clear consensus among justices on the Roberts Court as to cameras in the courtroom. During his confirmation hearings, Chief Justice Roberts said he had no “set view” on the matter. Justices Breyer, Ginsburg, and Sotomayor have indicated that they are open to or even support the notion, but they would respect or defer to the views of their colleagues. Justice Kagan said that “it would be a terrific thing to have cameras in the courtroom.” In contrast, Justices Scalia, Kennedy, and Thomas have expressed their disapproval of the idea.

Even if cameras do not appear in the courtroom, other developments may take some of the steam out of the debate. In 2006, the Court began releasing transcripts of oral arguments the same day as arguments occur, posting the transcripts to the Court’s website. In 2010, the Court began releasing the audio recordings of all oral arguments on the Court’s website.
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website at the end of each argument week. And the Roberts Court has repeatedly granted same-day release of the audio of oral arguments in high-profile cases, including *National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius*, *Hollingsworth v. Perry*, and *United States v. Windsor*.

V. POLITICS, PARTISANSHIP, AND POLITICIZATION

A. Doctrine and Methodology

In the years since Earl Warren’s departure, the balance on the Court has shifted from a liberal majority, guided by what the justices saw as the “spirit” of the Constitution, to a conversation, fueled by the Court’s conservatives, focusing on text and judicial philosophies.

Chief Justice Warren led a coalition of liberal justices who were largely “unconcerned with general matters of constitutional theory.” A just result was more important than doctrine. The justices treated the Constitution as a set of “ethical imperatives,” which the Court had to defend and strengthen—a task for which they felt they had been chosen because of their sound judgment. Rebuffing Frankfurter’s concept of judicial restraint, the Warren Court embraced the idea of the “living Constitution.”

The Burger years did not bring the anticipated “counter-revolution” on the Court. The Court continued the Warren era’s move to the left in
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a number of areas—significant personal rights, the death penalty, and the Equal Protection Clause—despite a tentative shift to the right in the areas of criminal justice and statutory business regulation, and a mixed record on the Establishment and Free Exercise Clauses. The Burger Court’s decision in Roe v. Wade nationalized the abortion issue, and galvanized the formation of the New Right, and ramped up the debate over proper constitutional methodology.

Nixon had attacked the Warren Court’s activism on the campaign trail in 1968, railing against the Court’s coddling of “criminal forces” at the expense of “peace forces.” With four Nixon appointees on the bench, the Burger Court’s conservatives showed signs that they were looking for limiting principles, particularly separation of powers and federalism.

The Rehnquist and Roberts Courts have seized on the Burger Court’s budding concern for structuralism and judicial philosophy. The Court has transformed its approach to constitutional and statutory questions. Some arguments are familiar. For example, in debating the scope of rights protected by substantive due process, the justices draw upon rhetoric long familiar in procedural due process cases in deciding whether the right being claimed is “deeply rooted in this Nation’s history” or “implicit in the concept of ordered liberty.” But there is also new methodological turf. Especially prominent is the debate over originalism. The Court’s concern with original meaning often leads to politically conservative destinations, but sometimes to liberal deci-
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This "originalist" philosophy commonly coincides with a textual focus, with the Court closely examining the words of documents rather than discerning intent from legislative history or seeking what is "right."\textsuperscript{443}

The search for limiting principles evolved through the Rehnquist years\textsuperscript{444} and seems to be in full bloom under Chief Justice Roberts.\textsuperscript{445} One who defends government action is called upon to demonstrate that such power is definite, not just in terms of federalism and separation of powers, but also between all governments and the individual. Even Roberts's decision to accept the Affordable Care Act as grounded in the taxing power, despite his personal doubts about the law's "wisdom or fairness,"\textsuperscript{446} reveals a common theme of the modern Court. Some of the justices of the current Court seem to take pride in upholding actions they find politically abhorrent but legally sound.\textsuperscript{447}

\textsuperscript{442} Justice Scalia, in particular, has become the leader of an unlikely band of compatriots that rules in favor of criminal defendants based on the Fourth and Sixth Amendments. See, e.g., United States v. Jones, 132 S. Ct. 945, 949 (2012) (holding that the government's attachment and use of a GPS on the defendant's vehicle constituted a search under the Fourth Amendment); Maryland v. King, 133 S. Ct. 1958, 1980-82 (2013) (Scalia, J., dissenting) (disagreeing that taking and analyzing a cheek swab from an arrestee was reasonable under the Fourth Amendment).

\textsuperscript{443} Exemplifying this view, Rehnquist wrote: "The justices were not appointed to roam at large in the realm of public policy and strike down laws that offend their own ideas of what is desirable and what is undesirable." Rehnquist, supra note 258, at 275.


\textsuperscript{445} In just one day of the oral arguments on the consolidated healthcare cases, "limiting principle" was spoken sixteen times and alluded to several more. Transcript of Oral Argument, U.S. Dep't. of Health & Human Servs. v. Florida, 132 S. Ct. 2566 (2012) (No. 11-398). The government's inability to provide a limiting principle satisfying to the Court's majority ultimately doomed its Commerce Clause defense.


\textsuperscript{447} For example, Scalia frequently points to Texas v. Johnson, a case in which the Supreme Court invalidated state prohibitions on burning the American flag, as an example of the Constitution demanding a result contrary to what he feels is right. See, e.g., Interview by Piers Morgan, CNN, with Justice Antonin Scalia (July 18, 2012), available at http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/1207/18/pmt.01.html. Similarly, in guarding a First Amendment right to protest even at the funeral of an American soldier, Roberts stressed that, "[a]s a Nation we have chosen ... to protect even hurtful speech on public issues to ensure that we do not stifle public debate." Snyder v. Phelps, 131 S. Ct. 1207, 1220. (2011).
The rise of a focus on doctrine and structuralism over the past twenty-five years does not mean that the Court has consistently moved to the right. To be sure, the Court has moved unmistakably rightward in some areas, for example, in its opinions touching church and state, business, and voting rights. Yet in other areas, such as substantive due process, equal protection, and criminal law, the Court’s record has been more mixed. Many of the Warren Court’s pivotal achievements still largely stand.

While the role of political ideology in shaping the justices’ positions may be debatable, there is undeniably an increased concern with the methods through which that ideology is forged into opinions. Similarly, the confirmation process has focused increasingly on judicial philosophy and a nominee’s beliefs. Signifiers of sound judgment into which earlier confirmations delved, like work experience or professional reputation, have fallen by the wayside.
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B. Politics in the Nomination and Confirmation Process

Arguments over methodology and doctrine—particularly charges of judicial activism in the Warren and Burger eras—have made a nominee’s judicial philosophy and ideology critical for success or failure in the confirmation process. A combination of doctrinal and methodological shifts and the general polarization of the political system helps to explain the changes in how presidents pick, how the Senate vets, and how the public perceives a nominee to the Supreme Court.

I. Qualifications of Character: White, Goldberg, and Fortas

Politics have always played a role in the nomination process. Presidents have long seen filling vacancies on the Supreme Court as opportunities to draw the Court more in line with their own political and ideological goals. The Senate, too, brings politics into the equation, a practice that began as early as Washington’s presidency. Historically, the rate of confirmations has hovered between 87% and 89%; that rate soared, however, to 97% during the period from 1900 to 1955. With a success rate like that, presidents could look forward to routine confirmations.

President Kennedy’s nomination of Byron White in 1962 illustrates what some might call the “golden age” of the confirmation process, when senators focused on whether the nominee was of sound character and an able lawyer. An all-American football player from the University of Colorado, White was a star student at Yale Law School and a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford. White had no judicial experience, but, at the time of his nomination, he was serving as the Deputy Attorney General. Senators from both parties praised him.
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The remarks of Democratic Senator James Eastland from Mississippi encapsulate how qualifications and character trumped ideology at that time. A Southern Democrat from an ex-Confederate state, Eastland was among those senators who detested the Court’s decision in Brown (not to mention the Warren Court’s overall liberalism), and who hoped to forestall school desegregation. Eastland acknowledged that he had disagreements with White, but supported the nomination, predicting that White would make “an able Supreme court justice.”\textsuperscript{460} The transcript from White’s hearing is only thirty pages long and contains barely a whiff of concern about White’s judicial ideology.\textsuperscript{461}

The next two confirmations—Arthur Goldberg and Abe Fortas—largely followed the same pattern. A member of President Kennedy’s Cabinet,\textsuperscript{462} Goldberg was confirmed by a Senate voice vote on September 25, 1962; only Senator Strom Thurmond (D-SC) noted for the record that he was against Goldberg, without supplying any reason.\textsuperscript{463} After Goldberg left the Court to serve as Ambassador to the United Nations, President Johnson nominated Abe Fortas to fill the vacancy in July 1965.\textsuperscript{464} Fortas, a partner at the powerful Washington law firm of Arnold, Fortas & Porter, was a close friend and confidant of President Johnson.\textsuperscript{465} Fortas’s connection with Johnson and involvement in cases dealing with some shady characters were the main points of contention in the confirmation process.\textsuperscript{466} The Senate nevertheless approved him by a voice vote, with Strom Thurmond and two other Republicans speaking against the nomination.\textsuperscript{467}

These confirmations illustrate how, in the 1960s, a general focus on the judges’ character and professional qualifications characterized the nomination process. Even senators with ideological objections put those

\textsuperscript{460} Id.; Hutchinson, supra note 137, at 322.
\textsuperscript{461} One senator did ask White his opinion about “legislating by the courts,” to which he responded: “It’s clear that the Constitution vests the power to legislate in Congress, not the Supreme Court.” Anthony Lewis, Senate Approves White for Bench, N.Y. Times, Apr. 12, 1962, at 25.
\textsuperscript{462} Stebenne, supra note 134, at 234.
\textsuperscript{463} Abraham, supra note 32, at 221; Goldberg Confirmed as Justice, Wash. Post, Sept. 26, 1962, at A7.
\textsuperscript{464} Abraham, supra note 32, at 223.
\textsuperscript{466} See Kalman, supra note 386, at 241-48.
\textsuperscript{467} Fortas Assailed and Defended in Angry Congressional Clash, N.Y. Times, July 30, 1965, at 10; Senate Confirms Fortas for Court, N.Y. Times, Aug. 12, 1965, at 13.
aside during the vote. Still, Southern senators were acutely aware of how the composition of the Court would affect decisions on civil rights. That concern set the stage for a new era of nominations, when nominees would face greater scrutiny, tougher questioning, and a real possibility of rejection.

2. Toward a Concern with Ideology: Marshall to Rehnquist

President Johnson’s nomination of Solicitor General Thurgood Marshall marked a shift towards a heightened concern with a nominee’s philosophy and the Court’s ideological balance. The Wall Street Journal predicted that Marshall would “almost certainly” side with the Court’s “hard-core liberals” (Warren, Douglas, Black, and Brennan), continuing the Court’s “expansionist” decisions on civil rights. Marshall’s ideology was crucial because he was a “change nominee,” that is, he would replace the more conservative Justice Tom Clark. Conservative columnist Jack Kilpatrick fulminated that the nomination produced “cries of jubilation” from liberals and “sharp dismay” from conservatives. Kilpatrick complained that the “judicial activists” would be in “full control” and that “the consequences of this replacement cannot be emphasized enough.”

Southern senators, like the press, immediately grasped the implications of Marshall’s nomination. Although Marshall’s confirmation was never in doubt, this bloc of senators used several tactics to impede his confirmation. They dragged out the hearings, attempted to impeach Marshall’s credibility, and pressed him on his judicial philosophy. Marshall’s confirmation marked a distinct shift from White’s; senators opposed to Marshall publicly cited his ideology. At his confirmation hearings, Marshall fielded questions about the Constitution’s general
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meaning and the "proper" methods of interpreting it.\textsuperscript{475} Ten Democrats and one Republican—all but one hailing from former Confederate states—voted against Marshall.\textsuperscript{476} After the Marshall hearings, ideology would have a more central and open role in the senators’ deliberations and vote.\textsuperscript{477}

This shift came into sharper relief when President Nixon took office. Nixon stated that he wanted to use nominations to transform the liberal Warren Court into a conservative one.\textsuperscript{478} After a fairly easy confirmation of Nixon’s first nominee, Warren Burger, Nixon twice failed to fill Fortas’s seat—first, with Clement Haynsworth and then with G. Harold Carswell, both Southerners. The Senate rejected them ostensibly because of Haynsworth’s financial dealings and Carswell’s judicial incompetence,\textsuperscript{479} but concerns about their views on racial equality and civil rights issues played a major role.\textsuperscript{480} These were not total losses for Nixon; he portrayed the negative votes as votes against the South.\textsuperscript{481} When Minnesotan Harry Blackmun was nominated to fill the same vacancy, a relieved Senate easily confirmed him, 94-0.\textsuperscript{482}

The twin retirements of Justice Hugo Black and John Marshall Harlan gave Nixon two more chances to make good on his campaign promise. Nixon nominated moderately conservative Richmond lawyer Lewis F. Powell, Jr., and staunchly conservative William Rehnquist, a young assistant United States Attorney General.\textsuperscript{483} Although Powell was from the
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\textsuperscript{477} When President Johnson nominated Associate Justice Fortas to fill the position of Chief Justice, Southern senators continued to use the nomination process as a way to lambast the liberal direction of the Court, using an unprecedented five-day filibuster to force Fortas to withdraw from consideration. Johnson elected not to nominate anyone else, leaving the position for President Nixon to fill. Senate Panel’s Report Hails Fortas, Decrees Filibuster Plan, Wash. Post, Sept. 22, 1968, at A9. See Lee Epstein & Jeffrey A. Segal, Advice and Consent: The Politics of Judicial Appointments 24 (2005).
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South, his nomination was never seriously in jeopardy. Powell’s extensive professional network gave him friends on all points of the ideological spectrum to provide endorsements and support. Powell also benefited from the fact that Senate liberals were far more interested in stopping Rehnquist. 484

The Rehnquist hearings were marked by a focus on civil rights issues and the involvement of outside interest groups. 485 Further, Rehnquist’s nomination underscored the key role that ideology was playing in Senate hearings. 486 In contrast to the Fortas, Haynsworth, and Carswell nominations, senators could not reasonably question Rehnquist’s legal intellect, professional qualifications, or ethical integrity. The hearings morphed into an examination of judicial ideology. 487 Some senators called Rehnquist a “racist” and a “right wing zealot.” 488 Rehnquist, like Powell, was confirmed. The ideological objections, however, were clear; the most liberal senators all voted against him. 489

3. After Roe v. Wade: From Stevens to O’Connor

Roe v. Wade galvanized the forces of the New Right and gave fuel to the debate over the methodology justices should use to interpret the Constitution. Roe’s effects did not reach the first nomination to follow the landmark decision; the Senate unanimously confirmed President Gerald Ford’s nominee, John Paul Stevens, a moderate centrist judge on the Seventh Circuit, 490 after only five minutes of floor debate. 491

The fallout from Roe, however, surfaced dramatically when President Reagan nominated Sandra Day O’Connor. 492 Abortion quickly became the central issue. Notably, his fellow conservatives gave Reagan much grief. Anxious to calm conservative fears, the White House lobbied influential conservative senators. 493
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Although O'Connor's nomination had wide support—the Senate Judiciary Committee approved her 17-0\textsuperscript{494}—the pro-life forces brought a no-compromise attitude to the issue. At no point during the hearings did any senator question O'Connor's qualifications to serve on the Court.\textsuperscript{495}

Upon Burger's retirement in 1986, President Reagan nominated Rehnquist to be Chief Justice and D.C. Circuit Judge Antonin Scalia to fill Rehnquist's seat. Commentators viewed Rehnquist's elevation and the appointment of an unabashed conservative like Scalia as a "watershed"\textsuperscript{496} moment in moving the Court in a conservative direction.\textsuperscript{497} Scalia's nomination, however, was uneventful. His credentials were impeccable. His status as the first Italian-American named to the Supreme Court helped gain him support from both parties. His stance on abortion pleased conservatives. As with Powell's nomination, liberals trained their fire on Rehnquist, who faced four tough days for hearings over his record on civil rights and women's issues.\textsuperscript{498} The Judiciary Committee's report on Rehnquist ran to 114 pages, Scalia's only 76 words.\textsuperscript{499} The Committee approved Rehnquist by a 13-5 vote and Scalia by an 18-0 vote, sending them to the floor for successful confirmations.\textsuperscript{500}

4. The Battle over Bork

Robert Bork's nomination is correctly seen as a major chapter in this history, but the conventional view that it "changed everything"\textsuperscript{501} ap-
proaches hyperbole. The salient characteristics of Bork’s failed confirmation—the intense focus on a “change” nominee who would tip the balance of the Court, concern over the nominee’s ideology and views of the Constitution, opponents’ use of an organized strategy to impede the nomination, and the pressure that outside groups brought to bear on senators—had begun to surface in other nominations since Marshall’s. Viewed in light of then-recent nominations, what the battle over Bork’s nomination did was not so much to “change everything” as to “intensify everything.”

Much of the struggle over Bork’s nomination is familiar history. For our purposes, Bork’s nomination is instructive because it marked the culmination of several trends that were inchoate at the time of White’s nomination and developed over the ensuing twenty-five years. First, like Marshall and Rehnquist, Bork was a “change nominee” (replacing Powell). In contrast to Powell, however, who found his place close to the center of the Court, Bork, a die-hard conservative, might be more aptly described as the “ultimate” change nominee. Not only was Bork a conservative, he was also a leading advocate of originalism. When Justice Powell announced his retirement, Republicans and Democrats alike knew what was possible: a true conservative majority for the first time in recent years, one that would include a brilliant advocate of a judicial philosophy that threatened the very foundations of the Warren Court’s achievements.

Second, the Bork nomination reframed ideology as an integral and central component of a senator’s confirmation vote. Democrats did not question Bork’s integrity or criticize his intellect; both were unim-

505 Ideology became a defining factor in the appointments of Republican Presidents George H.W. Bush and George W. Bush. See Devins & Baum, supra note 9, at 45.
The inability to pursue this line of attack left the opposition only one choice: "to challenge Bork on the basis of his judicial philosophy." Democrats sought to make senators feel comfortable with voting solely based on Bork's ideology. Reagan and the GOP sought to turn the discussion back toward Bork's undoubted credentials. Senator Bob Dole posited that someone outside the ideological mainstream could never have worked as Solicitor General, taught at Yale Law School, or served as a federal appellate judge. Likewise, President Reagan argued that "each senator must decide which criteria is [sic] right for casting this critical vote: qualifications or politics," urging senators to opt for merits.

The third development in the Bork nomination was the disciplined strategic planning that both sides, particularly Democrats, brought to bear on the process. Focusing the Senate's and the public's attention on Bork's ideology was part of a larger, well-executed Democratic campaign to which the GOP had no ready answer. It began with Ted Kennedy's famous "Robert Bork's America"-speech, which he delivered in order to freeze senators and prevent any momentum for Bork. Democrats then delayed the hearings for two months in order to drum up opposition. They hired a polling firm to assess what lines of attack against Bork would resonate most strongly with the public. Democrats focused on his opposition to civil rights legislation and to a constitutional right to privacy. The former targeted Southern Democrats, and the latter moderate Northern Republicans. The Democrats' relentless attacks on Bork's ideology drowned out the Republican response, which focused on Bork's ideology of judicial restraint and professional qualifica-
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The strategy worked. Key moderate Northern Republicans voted against him, and all but one Southern Democrat voted “no.” Had Bork gained support from just over half of the seventeen Southern Democrats, he would have been confirmed.\textsuperscript{516}

The fourth critical development in the Bork nomination—and another area where anti-Bork forces out-maneuvered Bork’s supporters—was the involvement of outside groups. Even before Reagan made his announcement, forty-five organizations met in Washington to plot strategy. A week after Kennedy’s “Bork’s America” speech, that number had doubled.\textsuperscript{517} Many groups that had never weighed in on Supreme Court nominations got involved.\textsuperscript{518} Groups ranging from the National Education Association (the largest teachers union in the country, with 1.8 million members) to liberal lobbying groups, to feminist organizations, pledged efforts against Bork.\textsuperscript{519} Conservative groups likewise jumped into the fray.\textsuperscript{520} Ultimately, the liberal groups were simply too many and too effective. Bork was defeated by a 58-42 vote on the Senate floor.\textsuperscript{521}

5. Nominations Since Bork

Robert Bork’s failed nomination epitomizes the transformation of how presidents select their Supreme Court candidates, how the Senate evaluates nominations, and how nominees conduct themselves during the confirmation process. Edwin Meese, Reagan’s Attorney General, stated, upon Bork’s death, “Bork’s nomination turned what had sometimes been a contentious confirmation process into literally a political campaign.”\textsuperscript{522} Bork’s name has become a verb; the Oxford English Dictionary defines “to bork” as “defame or vilify (a person) systematical-
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Even though no subsequent nominee has faced the same level of intense scrutiny and resistance as Bork did, his defeat paved the way for overt lobbying, public opinion polls, advertising campaigns, focus groups, and public appeals to become routine parts of the nomination process.

Sometimes accusations about improprieties in the candidates' personal lives also arise. After Bork's defeat, President Reagan nominated Douglas Ginsburg, a judge on the D.C. Circuit, to fill Powell's seat, but Ginsburg withdrew from consideration only nine days later after he admitted to having smoked marijuana as a professor at Harvard Law School a decade earlier. The confession was especially embarrassing to Reagan, who had endorsed Ginsburg's nomination as "vitally important to the fight against crime."

After two stinging failures in his efforts to put a strong conservative on the bench, President Reagan settled on Anthony Kennedy, a nominee described as "thoughtful and fair." Kennedy provided a calm but emphatic response to the media's immediate questioning whether he had ever smoked marijuana: "No, firmly, no." To prevent another embarrassment, the President left little room for surprises during the confirmation process. The White House Counsel had demanded that Kennedy complete a twenty-one-page list of questions, and the FBI had undertaken an extensive investigation. Reagan determined that Kennedy could safely dodge the ideological and personal barbs that had ensnared the prior two nominees. Although Kennedy was understood to be a moderately conservative judge, the consensus view was that, unlike Bork, he did not "have an ideological brief in [his] back pocket."
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relatively calm confirmation hearings supported this perception, as his witnesses declared that he approached each case “with an open mind.”

The Senate unanimously confirmed Kennedy.

The contrast between Bork’s and Kennedy’s confirmation processes may have suggested to future presidents an advantage to selecting individuals with few publicly available writings on ideologically-charged issues. As Jonathan Nash explains, a president might hope to slip a candidate by a wary Senate by selecting someone who “will adhere to the desired judicial philosophy while not arming opposition senators with ammunition to oppose the nomination.” The best-known “stealth” nominee during the latter half of the twentieth century was David Souter. A longtime New Hampshire state judge, Souter had served briefly on the First Circuit Court of Appeals and had a scant record of opinions on major constitutional issues. President George H.W. Bush chose Souter, in part, to avoid a bruising confirmation battle over past decisions or writings. The contemporary media and their audience seemed resigned to knowing little about the new nominee. Ultimately, Souter was easily confirmed with ninety affirmative votes.

Conservatives, however, had early reservations, and those moments of doubt proved accurate. Once on the Court, Souter drifted toward the middle of the bench’s ideological spectrum after the appointment of Clarence Thomas, a far more conservative jurist. President Bush had wanted to nominate Thomas, recently confirmed to the D.C. Circuit, to the Supreme Court seat that eventually went to Souter, but Bush’s staff persuaded the President that the relatively new federal judge was not yet
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sufficiently experienced.\textsuperscript{540} When Thurgood Marshall announced his retirement the following year, President Bush gave Thomas the nod.\textsuperscript{541}

Controversy over Thomas’s nomination exploded when Anita Hill alleged that he had sexually harassed her when he was serving as Chairman of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. The earlier inquiry into Douglas Ginsburg’s marijuana use paled in comparison to public scrutiny of Thomas’s perceived personal flaws.\textsuperscript{542} Even before Hill’s claims surfaced, the Judiciary Committee had deadlocked on whether to endorse Thomas’s nomination for the floor vote, an unprecedented event.\textsuperscript{543} Thomas, an ardent conservative, was the epitome of a “change nominee;” he would replace one of the Court’s most liberal justices.\textsuperscript{544} Furthermore, Thomas’s race may have shaped his image among liberal senators. Some commentators stigmatized the choice of Thomas as merely filling a “black seat,” and his conservative ideology led many liberals and African Americans to view Thomas as unfit to represent minority interests.\textsuperscript{545} The Senate ultimately confirmed him by a vote of 52-48; eleven Democrats (seven from the South) joined Republicans to support the nomination.\textsuperscript{546} Even a decade after Thomas’s confirmation, Senator Biden derisively claimed that “the only reason Clarence Thomas is on the Court is because he is black.”\textsuperscript{547}

When Democrats had their first opportunities in over two decades to select a Supreme Court nominee (upon the retirements of Justices White and Blackmun), President Clinton appointed D.C. Circuit Judge Ruth Bader Ginsburg and First Circuit Judge Stephen Breyer. The prospect of
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seeking confirmation from a Senate controlled by his own political party left President Clinton unconcerned about the need to shield his candidates’ ideologies.⁵⁴⁸

When, on the retirement of Justice O’Connor, the Republicans’ next turn arrived, their hope to avoid what had become known as the “Souter surprise” shaped the Party’s approach to its nominees.⁵⁴⁹ Speculation that President George W. Bush might nominate his White House Counsel, Alberto Gonzales, to be the first Hispanic on the Court triggered a harsh reaction from the political right, in part because of fear that Gonzales might not vote in lockstep with the Court’s conservative base.⁵⁵⁰ Bush did not nominate Gonzales; instead, he named his White House Counsel, Harriet Miers. She was the first nominee in over three decades without a day of judicial experience, and her nomination quickly foundered.⁵⁵¹ Her blank slate was initially viewed as an asset allowing her to bypass ideological scrutiny,⁵⁵² but Miers’s inexperience, coupled with uncertainty about her political views and competence, led to her eventually withdrawing.⁵⁵³ Republican senators had requested that Bush turn over Miers’s White House memoranda so that they could measure her political leanings.⁵⁵⁴ Invoking executive privilege, the administration refused the request, and Miers cited her desire to preserve this presidential
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prerogative as the primary reason for stepping aside. Underlying this face-saving excuse, however, was the Bush Administration’s conclusion that questions about Miers’s competence and conservatism would make the Senate’s Republican base reluctant to confirm her.

6. Modern Nominees: The Roberts Court

President Bush’s next choice to succeed Justice O’Connor was John Roberts. A one-time clerk to Rehnquist, Roberts had served in the Reagan White House and then had entered private practice, where he became a highly successful appellate advocate, arguing thirty-nine cases before the Supreme Court. Named to the federal bench, he had served two years on the D.C. Circuit before Bush nominated him for the Supreme Court.

While Roberts’s nomination was pending, Chief Justice Rehnquist unexpectedly died. Bush then tapped Roberts to take the Chief’s seat, naming Samuel Alito to fill the O’Connor vacancy. In his confirmation hearing, Roberts wove his way with consummate skill through senators’ questions. Insisting that he had no overarching constitutional philosophy, Roberts declared it was his job as judge “to call balls and strikes, and not to pitch or bat.” Roberts showed an impressive knowledge of constitutional decisions, expounding on them without notes. The Senate confirmed Roberts by a vote of 78-22. Every Republican senator voted to confirm; the Democrats were evenly split. Although this vote was relatively narrow by historical standards, subsequent confirmations have been even closer.

Samuel Alito drew intense scrutiny from his reluctance to classify Roe v. Wade as settled law, and his endorsement of Bork as “one of
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the most outstanding nominees of this century. The committee sent Alito's nomination to the Senate floor on a straight party-line vote of approval. Democratic attempts at a filibuster failed, and Alito was approved. Only one Republican senator voted "no"; only four Democrats voted for him. One factor in the vote on Alito being closer than that on Roberts is that Alito (replacing O'Connor) was a change nominee, while Roberts (succeeding Rehnquist) was not.

In 2009, when Justice Souter retired, President Obama nominated Sonia Sotomayor, whose seventeen years on federal trial and appellate courts provided a voluminous record. Sotomayor's appointment reflected liberals' greater focus on ideology compared to the nominations of earlier Democratic presidents—Truman, Kennedy, and Johnson. Before deciding on Sotomayor, President Obama read long memoranda on the leading candidates and asked to review their original writings in order to select a nominee whose record provided strong evidence of liberalism. Votes for and against Sotomayor's confirmation fell along largely partisan lines. Some Republicans initially described Sotomayor's judicial record as mainstream, but, ultimately, partisanship colored the confirmation process. Senators on both sides of the aisle observed the pressure applied by interest groups like the National Rifle Association ("NRA"), which took the unusual step of declaring that the NRA would factor senators' votes into its legislative scorecard for the upcoming midterm elections. Justice Sotomayor was confirmed by a
vote of 68-31. The partisan contours of the confirmation battle may have reflected senators’ looking to future nominations, even those to positions on the lower courts.575

When, in 2010, Justice Stevens announced he would retire, President Obama chose his Solicitor General, Elena Kagan, to be Stevens’s successor. Unlike every Court nominee since Rehnquist, Kagan had never been a judge.576 Kagan’s nomination generated far less passion in either party than Sotomayor’s did. One observer describes Kagan as having been a “quasi-stealth” nominee and suggests that this kind of choice may have special appeal to a president.577 Just as Roberts’s service in the Reagan Administration signaled to conservatives his ideological affiliation,578 Kagan’s service in the Clinton White House and her tenure as Obama’s Solicitor General left little doubt regarding her political leanings.579

Recent nominees have proved skilled at side-stepping ideological controversy in their Senate testimony, parrying partisan questions with carefully crafted, but substantively evasive, answers.580 Pressed for windows into their jurisprudence, these nominees are nimble.581 Even laypersons can quote Roberts’s “balls and strikes” metaphor. Kagan was similarly adept at dodging questions on how she would rule on controversial issues, like abortion and gay marriage.582

Nominees have often been able to distance themselves, not only from pointed questions during Senate hearings, but also from their own prior statements.583 Pressured on memoranda he had written on abortion in the
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Reagan Administration, Roberts said, “Senator, I was a staff lawyer. I didn’t have a position.”

In recent hearings, we may be witnessing a process that encourages nominees responding to questions from the Senate Judiciary Committee to say “nothing at all candid, specific, or profound about their judicial philosophies or views of the law.” This has not made the confirmation process any less partisan—far from it—nor has it made the Court any less ideological. The appointment of Elena Kagan marked the first time in the Court’s history that the ideological lines of the Court have coincided with partisan lines—that is, each justice appointed by a Republican president has a more conservative voting record than any Democratic appointee does.

As Elena Kagan, in her days as an academician, put it, the post-Bork era has brought a diminishing of the confirmation process’s “educative function.” She lamented that nominations and confirmations no longer offer “serious substantive questioning of nominees.” Thus, we lose the opportunity for a genuine “evaluation of the Court and a determination whether the nominee would make it a better or worse institution.”

C. Changes in the Nomination Process and in the Senate

A review of the nomination and confirmation process from Byron White to Elena Kagan reveals three important areas of change between the era of the Warren Court and that of the Roberts Court: (1) a shift in focus from personal and professional qualifications to a nominee’s ideology; (2) heightened tension surrounding “change” nominees; and (3) a felt necessity of running a campaign-style effort to bring about a nominee’s confirmation or defeat. Together, these changes make the process of nomination and confirmation today more politicized than it was in
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1962, when Justice White’s hearings and confirmation occurred on the same day. Justice White’s nomination provides an example of a nomination decided on the basis of qualifications. Bork’s nomination, in turn, marked a shift toward greater focus on ideology.

Much of this change reflects a reciprocal relation between presidents and senators. As senators became more willing to oppose nominees with whose views they disagreed, presidents became reluctant to submit poorly qualified candidates, lest credentials provide “cover” to those senators to vote against their nominee. Today, a president would be foolhardy to nominate a candidate without thoroughly vetting him or her and ensuring that the nominee’s qualifications are impeccable. (Bush’s nomination of Harriet Miers proves the point.) Rather than tempering ideology, however, the nomination process has become more overtly political.

What explains this shift from qualifications to ideology? As this history shows, the Warren Court’s civil rights decisions and other liberal judgments played a critical role, as did Roe. As the implications of the divide between those advocating for a textual reading of the Constitution and those arguing for a more elastic “living Constitution” became more obvious, nominees’ interpretive philosophy became more important. Moreover, the rise of conservative voices in academic discourse has contributed to the hardening of the right—a distinctive feature of polarization on and off the Supreme Court.

Focusing on a nominee’s judicial philosophy makes any candidate who would change the balance of the Court a flashpoint for heightened controversy. Critics perceived the more controversial nominations—Thurgood Marshall, William Rehnquist, Robert Bork, Clarence Thomas, and Samuel Alito—as threatening to tip the Court’s balance in one direction or the other. Indeed, studies using various statistical modeling techniques suggest that nominees who can tip that balance likely face a tougher nomination process.
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As ideology becomes more important and both parties become more sensitive to the balance of the Court, neither side will risk anything less than an all-out effort at getting their nominee on the Court. Scholars have shown that delaying nominees is a particularly effective tactic, as it gives the opposition time to gather information and build a case against the candidate. The battle over the Bork nomination illustrates how effective this strategy can be.

One might think of these three changes to the nomination process as being specific to the Court; they have been driven in good part by the Court's own decisions and by the methodological divide between more conservative and liberal justices. However, ideological disagreements and controversial cases are nothing new for the Court. To fully understand the increasing politicization from Warren to Roberts, we must look outside the Court—in particular, to the increasing polarization of American politics, and, in particular, of Congress.

A full discussion of the increased polarization in American politics in our time is beyond the scope of this piece, but two observations are in order. First, members of Congress (including the Senate) are today more ideologically distant than they have been at any other time in the country's history, let alone in the Warren Court era. No Democrat in the House or the Senate is more conservative than the most liberal Republican of the same chamber. There was a time when the Democrats had conservative members from the South, and the GOP had a greater number of Northern liberals in its ranks. Today, however, the parties have sorted themselves out more neatly along ideological and partisan lines. Writing in 2004, Richard Fleisher and Jon R. Bond stated that it
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“is clear that moderate and cross-pressured members have largely disap-
peared from Congress.”

Such polarization has given presidents greater incentives to nominate
individuals whose ideological orientations match those of the president’s
political party. Thus, the disappearance of moderate members who
will cross party lines, and the shift toward a no-holds-barred-style nomi-
nation process focused on the Court’s ideological balance completes the
transition toward a more politicized nomination process. Senator
Eastland might have been able to put his ideological disagreements with
Justice White aside and vote for White based on his character and skill
as a lawyer. Today, it would be hard to find senators thinking along
those lines.

CONCLUSION

Thinking about such things as the justices, their clerks, and the
Court’s relationships with the media and politics, I find that much has
changed since my days with Justice Black. A justice from the Warren
Court would find much that is familiar, but there would be surprises,
too. Some of the changes he would observe could be fairly described as
paradoxical.

Today’s justices are more diverse than were those of the Warren era.
Yet, in some respects, the Court’s members are more elite and homoge-
nous than were those of fifty years ago. A quick glance at the modern
justices’ credentials and geographic backgrounds brings home the point.
Moreover, the current Court is presented with thousands more petitions
than was the Warren Court. While the number of clerks available to as-
sist with the caseload has grown substantially, today’s High Bench is-
sues fewer opinions on the merits. The Warren Court faced criticism for
its living constitutionalism and for doing politics; today’s Court faces
even lower approval ratings and seems to be more politically and ideo-
logically driven and divided than ever.

Changes at the Court naturally invite musing on theories to identify
the causes and effects. A simple explanation may be that external poli-
tics have affected the inner workings of the institution. Perhaps life at
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the Court is different in good part because politics outside the Court have become more polarized. The increased diversity on the bench, a decline in consensus, the combative nomination process, the hiring of clerks from ideologically compatible "feeder judges," and media portrayals of the Court all carry political overtones. The Court issues opinions many of which fundamentally affect the lives of American citizens. It may also be that these same citizens—how they live, how they think, for whom they vote—have fundamentally altered the Court itself.